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How do you honor your father when he has not
been a regular part of your life and your beliefs
clash with his? Yosef Hassan ’05 tells Inspire his
story on page 26.
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Director’s Chair
Iwatched my mother honor her mom.There was nothing easy about it.As my grandmother deteriorated with
Alzheimer’s, Mom and Dad prepared a
room and moved her up from Florida to
their home in North Carolina. Mom
lovingly spent time with her mom making
crafts, playing childlike versions of favorite
old games, molding Play-Doh®, and
sewing with yarn and blunt needles … much as she did with
me when I was young.
Things became increasingly more difficult as my
grandmother began wandering at night. Then, as my mother
realized she could no longer lift her mother in and out of bed,
the most difficult decision was made to place my grandmother
in a nursing facility. Even then, Mom visited her, talked to her,
and became her only advocate and friend.
Through all of this, my mother modeled for me the concept
of honoring parents. Honoring your parents may involve
sacrifice, change, and unconditional love. It may involve
speaking truth in love or remaining silent. It may involve
leaving comfort zones, setting your own plans aside for a while,
or stepping out in faith.
In working on this issue, I’ve been reminded that honoring
your parents is not just something to do when your parents get
old. I pray that I will, even now, choose to honor my parents.
And I pray that you will be blessed (and maybe even
challenged, as I was) by the stories in this issue of Inspire.
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Director of Alumni Relations
Spring 2005 — Mid-Life Career Changes 
(submissions due by January 7, 2005)
Have you switched to a road less traveled (or less expected)
after walking on a particular career path? Tell us about your
journey to find a new career.
Summer 2005 — Friends for Life 
(submissions due by March 25, 2005)
Tell us how your Cedarville friends have been there for you
through thick and thin or how they have changed your life.
Fall 2005 — Cedarville’s Yesteryears 
(submissions due by June 30, 2005) 
Did you or someone you know graduate from Cedarville in
the early days (before 1960)? We’d love to share the stories
of those who shaped the Cedarville we know today.
Tell Us Your Story
My father died in August. Thelast year and a half since hewas diagnosed with cancer
has been difficult. My brother and
sisters live in Florida near my folks and
were able to see them regularly. I tried
to stay close, but the phone just doesn’t
quite do when you want to talk about
important matters. I flew down to see
Mom and Dad a couple of times this
year but always longed to be there when things got tough.
My dad never lost his sense of humor. He never was bedridden.
He was never in severe pain. He used his dying time to share
wisdom with me. He told me that dying with lung cancer was a
great way to die. He said, “I have lots of time to make things right
with everyone and prepare for leaving. I don’t have to think about
if I die, but when.”
This was the first time I was forced to think about taking care of
my parents. It was a disruptive feeling. After all, they had invested
their lives taking care of the four of us “kids.” After we grew up and
left, they were self-sufficient — filling their short retirement years
with travel, church, friends, and family.
When cancer moved into the house, everything changed.
Whether the cause is illness or old age, most people go through
this transformation in their relationship with their parents, but I
don’t know anyone who is ready for it. It is a rite of passage that
reminds us — ready or not — that the world keeps on going in
spite of our grief or uncertainties.
But it also reminds us of the importance of family and the
mutual commitment we have for each other. There are no stronger
bonds. The family is God’s personal scale model of His love,
commitment, and relationship to us. He takes very seriously the
responsibilities we have for each other, especially to parents and
grandparents (I Timothy 5:4, 8). It is no wonder that caring for
family and honoring parents are irrevocable commands (Exodus
20:12; Ephesians 6:2) overflowing with promises and fulfillment.
The greatest blessing is when your earthly family is also part of
God’s family. Then the circle is complete. We love and serve each
other with all our hearts because we know that single most blessed
truth: We never say goodbye for the last time.






Ground has been broken for the new Engineering Project
Building, which will be constructed just to the west of the
Engineering, Nursing, Science Center. The new facility will
provide much-needed space for engineering students to
conduct research and build competition projects. The 8,800
square-foot building is scheduled to open the first week of
February 2005.
Participants in the groundbreaking were (left to right) 
Bob Rohm, vice president for Christian ministries; Dave
Ormsbee ’78, vice president for advancement; John Anglea,
vice president for business; Dr. Duane Wood, academic vice
president; Dr. Bill Brown, president; Dr. Larry Zavodney, chair
of the Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering; and
Dr. Stanley Baczek, dean of the School of Engineering,
Nursing, and Science.
New Building Underway
M.S. Degree in Nursing in
the Works
The Cedarville University Department of Nursing recently
announced its intention to add a master of science (M.S.)
degree in nursing to its curriculum. The program has received
approval from the board of trustees and is now being
evaluated in a review process by the Ohio Board of Regents
and the North Central Association.
The new degree would prepare Christian nurses for
leadership roles in nursing, education, or administration.
The program would seek to accommodate traditional students
as well as those desiring distance learning, an accelerated
program, and/or a biblically based program. The program
would also offer exit awards at predetermined milestones for
those choosing not to complete the entire curriculum.
For more information, contact the department of nursing’s
Dr. Irene Alyn or Dr. Kimberly Holliday Sharp ’92 at 
937-766-7715.
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A flurry of guests this fall found that Cedarville University is an
exciting place to be.
Many came to watch the annual Elmer W. Engstrom
Department of Engineering’s Cardboard Canoe Race, which
coincided with Homecoming. More than 30 teams of students,
mainly freshman engineering students, designed and built canoes
entirely from coated cardboard (the same cardboard used in
canned soda packaging) and packaging tape. Each craft was
launched from one end of Cedar Lake and paddled by two of its
designers in a zigzag course to the other side. A third person acted
as “baggage” in the canoe to make the race more challenging.
This year’s winning canoe, the Moby Richard, charged across the
lake in just two minutes and nine seconds. The top non-
engineering performance was by The Enquirer (department of
science and mathematics), which finished in two minutes and 54
seconds to take home the Cedarville Cup traveling trophy. The
race ended with the traditional demolition derby in which 




people visited campus for
Junior Jam. This all-day
event for third through
sixth graders used games,
videos, and lessons to
teach how to find and be a
good friend. In addition,
Bob ’88 and Dannah
Barker Gresh ’89 spoke to
boys about responsibility
and discretion in media




Dannah returned to campus the following month for The
Revolution @ Blowout, a high-energy weekend event for junior
high through college-age students. Dannah addressed sexual
purity issues, while Ken Rudolph gave the keynote address.
Cedarville University’s Lifeline Players and Steve Wood, assistant
technical director/production manager, provided drama and
skits. Worship was led by Joel Engle (below) and his band, R81,
as well as the Dave Parker Band.
More than 3,400 youth gathered for The Revolution @
Blowout, which was co-sponsored by Cedarville University and
Bethesda Baptist Church of Brownsburg, Indiana. The event’s
mission is to encourage students and adult leaders to make a
revolution in their lives; have a passion, love, and intimacy for
God; and stand courageously for Christ.
Youth weren’t the only ones enjoying special events at the
University. Approximately 225 pastors and guests attended the
November 9 Pastors Summit for a time of refreshment and
encouragement. Dr. David Jeremiah ’63 (below), senior pastor of
Shadow Mountain Community Church in El Cajon, California,
served as the guest speaker. David
spoke in chapel and then offered a
keynote address and question and
answer session for pastors.
Canoe, Youth, and Pastor Events Draw Guests
Honor to Whom Honor is Due
Nursing Prof Receives Tenure
Congratulations to Dr. Judi Shrubsole, associate professor of nursing, on receiving
tenure at Cedarville University. Judi has been a member of the CU faculty since 1992.
A graduate of Hamilton Civic Hospitals School of Nursing, Judi earned a diploma in
public health nursing and a B.Sc.N. from The University of Western Ontario, an M.S.
from D’Youville College, and a D.N.Sc. from Rush University. Her teaching specialties
are in public health, culture diversity, and home health nursing. Judi resides in
Cedarville with her husband, Bert.
Computer Programming Team Excels at Regional
ACM Competition
A Cedarville University team of computer science students recently placed second
at the Cincinnati site of the regional East Central North America ACM (Association
for Computing Machinery) Collegiate Programming Contest. In the region as a
whole, the Cedarville team placed 16th out of 131 teams. The competition was part
of ACM’s 29th International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC). 
In teams of three, ICPC participants use logic, strategy, and mental endurance to
solve six to eight real-world programming challenges in just five hours. One person
on each team may be from the school’s graduate program.
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Cedarville entered two teams — Cedarville1 and Cedarville2 — consisting
of seniors Tim Eichner, Devon McCarty, Matt Sheppard, and Dave Staab, and
juniors Matt Lewellyn and Matt Zimmerman. Even without a graduate student
member, Cedarville1 topped teams from The Ohio State University, the
University of Dayton, the University of Cincinnati, and Wright State University
and finished as the top Christian school in the region. Cedarville2 finished at
42nd place.
Dr. David Gallagher, associate professor of computer science and team
advisor, noted, “The students worked hard and did a great job; we are really
proud of them!”
Internationally, ICPC drew more than 3,000 teams from 70 countries. 
It has grown into the largest and most prestigious contest of its kind, with 
the number of teams quadrupling since IBM began sponsorship in 1997. 
Nursing Students Win 10 of 30 OhioHealth
Scholarships 
Of the 30 statewide nursing scholarships offered by OhioHealth this year,
10 have been awarded to Cedarville University nursing students. 
Recipients were selected based on academic performance, financial need,
and recommendation by their colleges. The Cedarville University recipients of
the scholarships are seniors Jessica Balser, Sharon Foley, Aimee Gish, 
Steven Curtis Chapman
Visits Cedarville
Contemporary Christian recording artist Steven Curtis
Chapman made a surprise appearance at Cedarville
University Chapel on September 15. When Jim Houser ’91,
who works closely with Steven Curtis Chapman, realized the
artist had several hours free in Ohio, he immediately began
making calls to his alma mater. Thanks to Jim’s quick
thinking, the Cedarville University family received an
unexpected treat.
The four-time Grammy Award-winner was greeted with
enthusiasm by the 3,000-member student body. He
performed two songs and also shared his passion for
adoption during his 15-minute appearance. His visit




named Dr. Hayes Wicker,
pastor of First Baptist Church
in Naples, Florida, as its
newest trustee. He will serve 
a three-year term.
Dr. Bill Brown, president of
Cedarville University, stated,
“Dr. Hayes Wicker is the
epitome of a pastor who loves
his people and teaches them
to engage the culture. His
presence on the board will
only strengthen the already
incredibly strong group that
leads Cedarville University.”
Under Hayes’ leadership since 1992, First Baptist Church of
Naples has seen its attendance and membership more than
triple and the annual budget grow by more than 500 percent.
In addition, a Christian school has been founded, four new
ethnic missions started, and 67 new ministries created.
Hayes received his undergraduate degree from Grand Canyon
University and an M.Div. and D.Min. from Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary. He currently serves on the
Southern Baptist Convention Committee on Nominations.
He has also been an officer of the Oklahoma Baptist
Convention and a member of numerous other national and
state convention committees. A guest chaplain at the U.S.
Senate, Hayes has preached at the Southern Baptist Convention.
Hayes and his wife, Janet, reside in Naples. They have three
children: Kristin, Evan, and Allyson.
continued on next page
Ohio Nu received the $500 scholarship for three consecutive years of
complete and on-time chapter reporting. During those three years, three




After eight years as
Cedarville’s vice president of
enrollment management, David
Ormsbee ’78 has become the
University’s vice president for
advancement. The move fills the
VP position formerly held by
Dr. Martin Clark.
As vice president for the
Advancement Division
(formerly known as the
Development Division), Dave
will lead the annual fund,
alumni relations, CDR Radio
Network, advancement services, gift planning, and public
relations offices. “I look forward to serving the University in this
new role,” remarked Dave. “The opportunity to work even more
closely with Cedarville’s marketing plan and to serve those who
faithfully support the school is exciting.”
Dave has worked at Cedarville for 25 years. As vice president
of enrollment management, he was responsible for the
admissions, external relations, financial aid, academic services,
and academic assistance functions of the institution. He holds
an M.B.A. from Syracuse University.
Dave lives in Cedarville with his wife, Joni, and sons,
Daniel (2) and Benjamin (one month).
While campaigning in southwest Ohio, President George W.
Bush and his entourage passed by campus along State Route 72.
Hundreds of onlookers crammed the parking lot of the Apple
Technology Resource Center and nearby sidewalks to catch a




Honor to Whom Honor is Due
Karen Green, Kristyn Manaresi, and Emily Wheeler; and juniors Rachel Gray, Jennifer
Quidor, Samantha Slusher, and Rebecca Widener. 
OhioHealth is a Columbus-based, not-for-profit charitable healthcare organization
encompassing a family of hospitals, health and surgery centers, a home health and
medical equipment service, insurance products, and other health services in Ohio.
“By providing these scholarships,” said Debra Plousha Moore, senior vice
president of human resources at OhioHealth, “we are increasing the opportunities
for more people to pursue healthcare careers to meet the growing healthcare needs
in our community.” 
Engineering Group Wins Commendation
Scholarship 
Cedarville University’s Ohio Nu chapter of the Tau Beta Pi (TBP) national
engineering honor society has received a TBP Secretary’s Commendation
Scholarship. The award was announced at the 99th annual TBP convention in
Orlando, Florida, October 7-9.
Pat McDaniel, director of communications and development at TBP, commented,
“The Ohio Nu chapter was chartered on March 3, 2001, so this is an exceptional
achievement for such a young chapter.”
Tau Beta Pi (TBP) President Matthew W. Ohland, Ph.D., presents Cedarville
University’s Matthew P. Sterner, president of Ohio Nu student chapter of
TBP, with a Secretary’s Commendation. 
Photo Credit: Raymond Thompson/Tau Beta Pi
continued from page 7
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Carol began her career as a contracting officer for the Air
Force, procuring communications for the Department of
Defense.
Carol currently resides in Fairfax, Virginia, with her husband,
Todd ’84, and children, Christina (10), Joseph (8), and 
Daniel (3).
White House Chief of Staff
Speaks to Students
White House Chief of Staff Andrew Card visited the
Cedarville University campus on October 21. In a speech in the
Recital Hall, Secretary Card told students about some of the
qualities of George W. Bush that have become apparent to him




















necessary in the race
gave Cedarville the
championship. 
Brian and his wife,
April, currently reside
in Jackson, Michigan,
where he works for
SeaLandAire
Technologies, Inc.,
developing innovative ocean- and land-based sensor systems for the
military.
rosters, eligibility and election of honors members, annual attendance at the
National Convention, votes on constitutional amendments, annual chapter survey,
and on-time payments of new member fees. The current members of Ohio Nu will
select an incoming member to receive the scholarship. 
Dr. Harwood Hegna, chapter advisor and professor of mechanical engineering,
said, “I have been blessed to work with excellent groups of student members of our
chapter from the classes of 2001 through 2004. Their diligence over three academic
years earned this scholarship. Their effort is even more noteworthy because they
selflessly worked for a newly elected student member who was not known to them.” 
Alum Takes Second Place at International
Engineering Competition 
Brian Montague ’04 won second place at the November 15 American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) International Old Guard Oral Presentation in
Anaheim, California. Brian’s presentation described his hull design for Cedarville
University’s solar/electric boat. The boat won Solar Splash® 2004, the world
collegiate championship of solar/electric boating, in June 2004. 
As Brian explained in his presentation, his hull was able to “change” design
based on where weight was placed in the boat. In the sprint race of the Solar
Splash® competition, weight was placed in the back of the boat, causing the hull to
Carol Douglas
Rivetti ’84, former 





as part of the
Distinguished Speaker
Series of the Depart-
ment of Business
Administration on





students to have a 
plan for how they will
integrate career change decisions with their personal/family lives.
Westcon Group is a global specialty distributor of networking
and communications equipment, specializing in the convergence
of voice, data, and video applications and technologies.
Carol came to Westcon Group from Lucent, where she served
as a global account manager and national sales manager for the
North America Service Provider Division. She has also worked
for AT&T, where she served in various roles, including sales
management, project management, and strategic planning.
Brian Montague ’04 is shown here with (left to right)
Leonard Anderson, vice president for Region V of
ASME; Dr. Larry Zavodney, chair of Cedarville’s 
Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering; 
and Dr. Bob Chasnov, ASME student chapter faculty
advisor at Cedarville.
Alumna Presents at Distinguished Speaker Series
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What’s Your Opinion?
While many alumni haven’t
heard much about the assessment
movement on campus, they soon
will! Beginning in January 2005,
Cedarville alumni will be receiving
a survey packet asking them to tell
us about their experiences before
and since graduation. The survey
will involve ALL CU alumni from
1986 to 2006 over a five-year
period and will be the largest
sustained survey of CU graduates
in the history of the University.
Dr. Sharon Johnson, director of institutional research and
effectiveness, is working with every division and department on
campus to create a continuous assessment process. “We have more
than 60 different assessment units. Each unit is responsible for
developing a mission statement, a set of five objectives or key
results, a method for measuring how effectively each of those
objectives is being met, and a standard for benchmarking those
results,” Sharon said.
The annual alumni survey is part of that measurement effort.
Graduates from each of the 13 academic departments will receive
a survey in the mail that will contain both a question set common
to all graduates AND a set of questions unique to the majors from
each department. “The responses will help us assess both the
general value-added impact of our University on our grads, but
also the impact each department had in terms of preparing
students for the challenges they have encountered in their
particular fields of study,” Sharon summarized.
Beyond the alumni survey, University personnel campus-wide
are busy sharpening their unit mission, identifying concrete
results-oriented objectives particularly framed in “student-
impact” language, and developing assessment processes and tools
to help measure and analyze unit impact. “The end result is to
create a culture of assessment,” Sharon continued, “one where
each unit on campus is more carefully attuned to the impact it is
having on students and is making the continuous changes needed
to become even more effective.”
Results from the various assessment efforts will be published in
an annual assessment review at the end of each academic year.
The results will be made broadly available to people both on and
off campus. The assessment review process is only part of a
broader self-study effort in which the Cedarville University
community is engaged under the new leadership of Dr. Bill
Brown. “The transitions in several key administrative and
academic posts have provided a unique window of opportunity to
step back and review where we have been, analyze where we now
stand, and move forward with an even greater commitment
toward the future,” Sharon said. “Eventually the assessment
process will work in close connection to both the strategic
planning and budgeting processes.”
CDR Election Coverage
Leads to National Attention
From 8 p.m. on election night to 5:30 a.m. the next day, CDR
Radio, The PATH® partnered with CNNRadio to provide
uninterrupted coverage of the national election. Their
programming led to more attention than they could have
anticipated.
CDR had two reporters in the field (one in Columbus,
one in Cincinnati) and a CNNRadio reporter in California
customizing reports on Proposition 71 (stem cell research) 
for them. Listeners heard interviews with Cal Thomas, Al
Mohler Jr., Dennis Rainey, Richard Land, Ken Hutcherson,
David Keyes (the Kerry campaign’s religion liaison), and David
Zanotti. In the CDR newsroom, Dr. Gerson Moreno-Riaño ’94
(left), associate professor of political science, provided insight
on thinking Christianly about the election itself, the returns, the
broader political culture/history, and its implications.
The next day, CDR discovered that their coverage had been
monitored by the producers of the CNN TV show “Paula Zahn
Now.” CNN asked CDR for Christian sources (station/network
partners) in Columbus to find out why Ohio evangelicals
turned out in such large numbers for George W. Bush. This
resulted in CDR being part of a November 3 CNN feature 
story about the impact of Christians in the election. The three-
minute story talked about the impact of Christian radio,
complete with audio clips of The PATH® and visual shots of
The PATH® patriotic window sticker.
CDR’s election coverage also resulted in increased media
exposure for Gerson. His post-election comments were
broadcast on the USA Radio Network on November 8, reaching
more than 1,100 radio stations from coast to coast as well as the
Armed Forces Radio Network. He has also been interviewed by
The Columbus Dispatch and Dayton Daily News to explain why
moral issues played such a key role in this election.
Chad Bresson ’86 (right), news director for CDR, stated,
“We’re fortunate at The PATH® to have management and
ownership committed to informing Kingdom listeners in a
credible way about what is going on around them. We were able
to provide this kind of election coverage because this is what we
do 24/7/365. … The PATH® has been blessed with tremendous
resources to satisfy the awareness instinct of Kingdom citizens.”
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Double Your Money
“We are excited about the opportunity to help make the
Cedarville experience even more accessible for up to 500
students in the 2005-2006 year,” Dr. Bill Brown shared as he
announced Cedarville’s recent scholarship initiative. In
October, generous donors offered $300,000 as a matching
fund for University scholarships and challenged Cedarville
to use this gift to motivate others to give. They will match,
dollar for dollar up to $300,000, any gift or commitment
made by June 30, 2005 toward this challenge. Cedarville will
distribute all monies to students by August of 2005.
“We are concerned about students coming and staying at
Cedarville for the duration of their college experience,”
Dr. Brown continued. “While we are focused on minimizing
cost increases and maximizing value, we know that some
students need more help to pay for their education. Taking
on debt should not be a student’s only outlet, and we intend
to offer more options. This matching fund is just the start of
what we hope to offer.”
The University anticipates that most scholarships from the
matching fund will be need-based and will range from
$1,500 to $3,000 for the 2005-06 academic year. The
Division of Enrollment Management will determine those
students most in need. “Last year, as the result of another
generous gift, 246 students received additional aid. For most
of them, it was the difference in either attending or
returning to Cedarville,” said David Ormsbee ’78, former
vice president for enrollment management, now leading the
matching fund effort as vice president for advancement.
“We want to teach living by faith, but I heard firsthand the
difference that a few thousand dollars makes for students.”
One of those who received additional scholarship help
this fall is Jason Blair, a junior biology major from
Chattanooga, Tennessee. He shared, “When I got word of
my additional scholarship because of a gift given to
Cedarville, it increased my faith that God provides and
directs His people in an immense way. Because of His
provision through this grant, I am excited and motivated to
work even harder and learn about the field of biology with
anticipation of going into health care. The scholarship made
all the difference in my ability to return to Cedarville.”
Any who wish to take part in this scholarship match
opportunity can visit the University Web site at
www.cedarville.edu/financialpartners or call the vice
president for advancement at 937-766-7810.
Taste of the Arts
From Christian pop to classical
guitar to Neil Simon comedy,
Cedarville University offered a rich
taste of the arts this fall.
The season kicked off with a
September 21 concert by Yugoslavia
native Petar Jankovic. A prizewinning
classical guitarist, Jankovic delighted
the audience with selections such as
Mallorca by Isaac Albéniz, Suite del
Recuerdo by José Luis Merlin, and 
Four Tangos by Astor Piazzolla.
Also in September, the contemporary Christian group Casting
Crowns worshipped live at the ’Ville. Known for their hit songs 
If We Are the Body and Who Am I, the group led a powerful time of
worship and reflection. One of their themes was recognizing who
we are in Christ.
The University’s theatre season opened in October with the
popular Neil Simon comedy Broadway Bound. The play took an
honest look at the pain and joy of family relationships, poignantly
blending humor and tenderness in its portrayal of 1949 American
family life.
In November, Cedarville University hosted the acclaimed
Christian band NewSong. The Grammy-nominated and Dove
Award-winning group shared some of their favorite tunes as well 
as new songs from their upcoming worship album.
Honoring Our Veterans
Nearly 4,000 people gathered at
Cedarville University on November 11 
for the University’s first Veterans Day
ceremony. Many veterans were in
attendance, including more than 50 
World War II (WWII) veterans.
Gen. Gregory Martin, commander of
Air Force Materiel at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio, gave the opening
comments. “I can’t tell you how grateful I
am for the support you give to our Armed Forces,” he noted to
those in attendance.
After an opening prayer by Major Gen. Clyde Autio (above),
University students presented a brief history of Veterans Day.
Next followed a special salute to WWII vets, which included a
dramatized story of the lives of Lloyd and Martha (Pud) Anderson
Benham ’41.
With the Benhams looking on, University students told of the
Benhams’ WWII years, from their wartime courtship to Lloyd’s
service in the Marines and his part in the Peleliu Island invasion of
the Pacific campaign. The Benhams received a standing ovation.
As the symphonic band played Armed Forces Salute, past and
present members of the military crowded upon the stage amidst
steady applause. Beth Cram Porter, assistant professor of vocal
music, closed with a stirring arrangement of the national anthem.
Complimentary luncheons were held for all veterans following
the ceremony.
Taking on debt should not be a
student’s only outlet ... This
matching fund is just the start of
what we hope to offer.
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August 14 — Millersburg, Ohio
August 14 — Milwaukee, Wisconsin
August 16 — South Bend, Indiana




Set sail on January 28, 2006 with Dr. Bill
Brown and Dr. Paul Dixon ’94H aboard 
the Caribbean Princess for a seven-day
Eastern Caribbean tour. In addition to all
the Princess Cruises amenities, you’ll enjoy
fellowship with other Cedarville alumni 
and friends, as well as daily times of renewal
and Bible study with Dr. Brown and 
Dr. Dixon. For more information, contact
alumni relations at alumni@cedarville.edu
or 1-800-837-2566 or visit our Web site at
www.cedarville.edu/alumni.
Prices start at $699!
Light at the Polls
Dr. Brown had this message of thanks for the student
body following the November 2 election.
My office received a call from the Cedarville voting
precinct thanking us for the exceptional attitudes
displayed by our CU students yesterday at the polls.
The election officials in Cedarville were all impressed
by the way our students conducted themselves. Even
those who had to drive to Xenia unexpectedly to
complete provisional ballots did so without
complaining.
One student in particular offered to bring food or
drinks back to the poll workers. When they declined,
he came back anyway with Subway
TM
gift certificates
and thanked them for their work. This act of
kindness and the overall attitudes of our students
made quite an impression.
Thank you, students, for being a light yesterday at
the polls!
Inspire 13
August 30 — Louisville, Kentucky
October 9 — Santa Fe, New Mexico















Ron Cline of HCJB World Radio
January 27-29;
February 3-5


































More events coming! Check “Alumni Events” 
at www.cedarville.edu/alumni.
Twelve Heritage Alumni attended the Homecoming reunion
luncheon held on Friday, October 1, 2004. For some, it was their 
67-year reunion!
The Big Pic© presents
Homecoming Weekend 2004
The Alumni Council
DAE — the student alumni organization — 
“building relationships by serving”
Dan Estes ’74 (left) reminisces with his former roommate, David 
True ’74, who was visiting campus for the first time in 20 years.
Don’t miss Homecoming 2005 — October 7 & 8
Class of 1979 — 25th reunion
Class of 1964 — 40th reunion
Rod ’86 and Cyndi Robinette Fillinger ’84 and their six children
were just one of the 538 families registered for 
Homecoming 2004.
This is what Homecoming is all about!
As usual, Dr. and Mrs. Brown are surrounded by students.
Bundled up for the soccer game
To view more Homecoming photos, visit www.cedarville.edu/alumni.
Of the 244 people
registered to attend
the 10-year reunion, 
101 were children.
16 Winter 2004
The Alumni Association presents the
2004 Alumni Awards
Jeffrey Montie ’83
Alumnus of the Year
“Jeff was one of the
most focused students
that I can remember,”
recalled Ron Walker,




what God had in mind
for him even as an
undergraduate here at
Cedarville.” What God
apparently had in mind
was to take Jeff to one
of the top jobs at one of
America’s best-known
companies.
After graduating from Cedarville with a bachelor of arts
degree in business, Jeff earned an M.B.A. from The Ohio State
University. He worked in brand management for Procter &
Gamble for two years before beginning his climb in the Kellogg
Company in 1987. His ascent took him through marketing,
management, and innovation positions in Kellogg’s U.S. Cereal,
Canada, South Africa, Germany, and Europe divisions.
Following work as division president for Kellogg’s U.S. Morning
Foods and then North America Morning Foods, Jeff came to his
current position as president of Kellogg North America, where
he is responsible for five North American divisions with about
15,000 employees and net sales of $6 billion. He is also a
member of the Kellogg executive management committee.
Through all of his achievements, including a Young
Professional Achievement Award from Ohio State, Jeff has not
forgotten the ’Ville. He describes Cedarville as a “great Christian
environment providing direction and guidance for daily living”
and a “solid academic foundation.” He has graciously assisted
the University by speaking to its business students about
Kellogg’s strategic planning approach.
Jeff and his wife, Becky (Davis) ’83, reside in Portage,
Michigan with their children, Steven, Scott ’08, and Kristie. Jeff
remarked, “God has a plan for each of us, and He provides for
us and guides us in the ordinary, routine circumstances of life.”
Ed Greenwood
Honorary Alumnus of the Year
Ed’s relationship with
Cedarville University
dates back to the days 
of the Baptist Bible
Institute (BBI), when
Ed and his wife, May,
were students in BBI’s
first day program. BBI
moved to Cedarville
College in 1953, and
Ed’s heart has always
held a special place for
the institution.
Following service in
the U.S. Navy during
World War II, Ed
earned a B.A. at Bryan
College and an M.Div. at Denver Seminary. He pastored a
church in West Virginia before returning to Cedarville in 1963
as a faculty member.
Ed’s teaching career at the ’Ville spanned 26 years. He served
as acting chair of the English department for two years and
director of summer school for eight. As the director of summer
school, he initiated the alumni children’s summer tuition
benefit program, which is still active today. While teaching, he
found time to earn an M.A. at the University of Dayton and a
D.A. (doctor of arts) at Middle Tennessee State University.
Ed retired as a professor of English in 1989. Since then he has
continued to foster his relationship with the University, making
annual visits from his home in Lakeland, Florida and praying
faithfully for the institution. “Their home in Florida is
constantly filled with visitors from Cedarville: students, alumni,
and professors,” noted his daughter, Esther Greenwood 
Lanham ’75. “My parents are encouragers, pray-ers, and provide
a godly example of how Cedarville alumni can impact their
world for Christ and for the University.”
Ed and May have a family full of former and current
Cedarville students: a son, Tim ’73, and his wife, Jan 
(Spradlin) ’73; a daughter, Esther Greenwood Lanham ’75,
and her husband, Mike; grandchildren Aimee Greenwood
Hoskins ’98 (and her husband, Dave ’96), Paige Greenwood ’04,




Young Alumna of the Year
Laurie never dreamed
she would have the
opportunity to share
about Christ through
the national and even
international media.
But in the past 18




Laurie is director of
brand development for
the New Century
Version (NCV) of the
Bible at Thomas Nelson
Publishers in Nashville,
Tennessee. When a Thomas Nelson study of teen girls found
that most didn’t read the Bible but did read magazines, Thomas
Nelson decided to publish the NCV New Testament in a
magazine format. This magazine, called Revolve, includes
quizzes, tips, and other sidebars to make it more readable for
teen girls. Laurie was involved in reviewing and testing the
manuscript, providing art direction for the cover, and
marketing the product, but her primary role was representing
Revolve to the media.
Much to the surprise of Thomas Nelson, Revolve stirred a
media and consumer frenzy. As a result, in the four months
following Revolve’s release, Laurie had the chance to talk about
this Bible in more than 350 interviews with Newsweek, Fox
News Channel, “The Today Show,” The New York Times
Magazine, and many others.
“Laurie has handled her media exposure and interviews with
prayer,” commented Emily Wiljamaa Seeger ’98. She added,
“When Laurie and I were in graduate school together, I saw
Laurie’s passion for people to know Christ. ... She never shied
away from an opportunity to share about her Savior.”
This past June, Revolve was awarded the Gold Medallion Book
Award from the Evangelical Christian Publishers Association
(ECPA) and received the Retailers Choice Award from Christian
retailers across the country. Laurie advised, “Let God dream
your dreams for you, and you will be exceedingly and




When Dan was a
student at the ’Ville, his
dream was to someday
own a Christian radio
station. In the process
of chasing his own
dream, he has helped




to the University, our
faculty and students,
and the radio industry
by his investment in the
electronic media
programs and students,”
explained Jim Leightenheimer ’80, associate professor of
communication arts. “Dan has encouraged many Cedarville
students (and this faculty member) by providing a listening ear,
helping with research for a paper or project, organizing
internships, visiting campus or calling prospective students to
share his experience with them, serving as a charter member of
the CU Electronic Media Advisory Council, and providing a
scholarship for students involved in leadership of the student
radio station U99.5.” Dan has also served on the National
Christian Radio Association steering committee.
A former student staff member at CDR Radio, Dan began his
post-grad years at WYFC AM radio in Ypsilanti, Michigan.
He moved to Detroit in 1983 to take a job at WWJ Newsradio
950. In 1986 he saw his dream realized when he became co-
owner of WCM Christian Music 990. Since then, Dan has sold
the station and is currently a senior account manager at WJR
Newstalk 760.
Dan has been married to his wife, Carole, for 20 years and
calls her his best friend and strongest supporter. Together they
raise their son, Daniel Jr. (15), and twins, Christopher and 
David (11). Jim noted, “Dan has always been an example of a
godly man in his service to his family, friends, co-workers, and
church.”
“We can chase our dreams and work hard (which we
should),” Dan said, “but always know it has to be a God-thing.
He chooses to bless and accomplish through us so He will be
glorified, not us.”
L O G O SW h a t ’ s  t h e  W o r d ?
My time at Cedarville revolutionized my view on life,
Scripture, relationships, ministry — and the list continues.
I began as a scared young individual with a passion to live for
something real, something bigger than myself, and something
worth dying for. My education reached far beyond the
classroom; however, my most intense time of experiential
learning took place during the 10-week internship portion of
my Bible degree studies. As I reflect back on the time I spent at
Scioto Hills Baptist Camp and Retreat Center (Wheelersburg,
Ohio) during the summer of 1998, words escape me to
adequately describe the degree of impact it had on my life.
It was at that time that I watched the theories learned in class
become reality as God, through His Word, changed lives for
eternity. Revisit with me as I reflect on some of the major
themes of learning that God took me through during my
internship at Scioto.
The First Day — May 8, 1998
Wow … I really don’t feel prepared for this. I have a lot of
head knowledge, but is it worth anything in the real world? 
I don’t know, but I guess we will see. I have so much more to
learn.
Thoughts on the Scriptures — June 21, 1998
I am so thankful that God knows our every need. I wanted to
share what was on my heart, because I felt God was prompting
me. I want to encourage and rebuke from His Word, because It
has authority, not me.
The Importance of Laurie (Jelinek) ’99—June 18, 1998
Laurie is just so much a part of me that I really struggle to
function without her. I wouldn’t be anywhere near where I am
Summer of 1998 … Reflections
by Aaron J. Cook ’99
today had not God so graciously put her in my life just four and
a half years ago … I am just not the same person without her.
Thoughts on Spiritual Growth — May 28, 1998
Today was a struggle … I keep worrying about the future.
I always talk about trusting God with everything, and I preach it
pretty well, but do my actions and thoughts reflect it? I have a
lot to learn about trusting Him. I want so badly to grow, and I
think I am, and struggling has been a big reason for it, but I
wish I didn’t have to struggle to grow. Why can’t I just get it the
first time? 
Thoughts on Spiritual Growth — June 28, 1998
I don’t have the tools that I need yet, and I will never be able
to do it on my own. I believe God has called me. I don’t have all
the answers, but my job is obedience, and He will take care of
the how.
Today, I am blessed to still be a part of the team at Scioto
Hills Camp and Retreat Center. Though I have enjoyed many
different hats during my time here, I currently serve with my
wife, Laurie, and daughter, Aleena, as the director of guest
ministries. I am privileged
to experience God
changing lives, as He did
mine through the ministry
of Christian camping.
In the department of biblical education, we are eager to
develop students with knowledge, character, and skills to be
able to serve effectively in a wide variety of contexts. Our
programs for vocational ministry majors (youth ministries,
Christian education, international studies — missiology,
pastoral studies) intentionally develop skill in biblical studies
and prepare students for teaching Scripture effectively.
Leadership and programming issues are also addressed.
You can currently find our graduates working in many different
Classrooms Without Walls: Internship Experiences for
Bible Ministry Majors
by Dr. Thomas Hutchison ’80, Assistant Chair of the Department of Biblical Education and Associate Professor of Christian Education
ministry positions: youth ministers, children’s directors,
Christian education directors, cross-cultural ministry workers,
teachers at Christian schools, para-church organization
workers, camp directors, etc.
While there is much we can do to prepare students for
ministry in the classroom, we recognize that there are some
things that just can’t be taught in the classroom alone. Practical
ministry experience is necessary to help surface questions;
identify personal strengths and passions; and begin establishing
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effective patterns of building relationships, teaching, serving,
leading, and ministry programming. Because of this, a full-time
internship is required for every graduate. This capstone
experience follows the junior year and provides opportunity for
putting what has been studied in the classroom into practice.
We are grateful for the partnership we’ve had with
experienced ministers who have contributed to the
development of our students by mentoring and serving
alongside our students. Following are two students’ perspectives
on their internship experiences.
Courtney O’Connell ’05
This past summer I spent 10
weeks working with an inner-city
church in Kansas City, Missouri.
This was a great experience for
me, and it was the practical
application of all that I’ve been
learning in my classes for the
past three years. My classes here
have taught me how to study the
Bible and teach it to different audiences, and this summer was the
time to put all that preparation into practice!
As an “employee” of my church, Christian Fellowship Baptist
Church, I learned that ministry means you are always “on duty.”
I spent a wonderful but exhausting week at a camp geared especially
toward inner-city kids. From the Kansas City area alone, we brought
more than 100 youths, many of whom made decisions for Christ
during that life-changing week.
When we arrived back at church at 10 p.m. Saturday night, I was
ready to go to my host home and rest up before church the next
morning. However, there was an answering machine message
waiting for me — the youth pastor asked me to teach Sunday school
for the junior high girls the next morning. What an opportunity
from the Lord! Many of these girls just spent the week at camp
making decisions that could impact the rest of their lives, and I had
the opportunity to follow up with these decisions. My tiredness
quickly went away as I spent time preparing a lesson on how to have
a daily quiet time. I was thrilled to have an opportunity to teach
those young women I had grown to love, and I was awed that the
Lord would choose to use me to reach His children!
This internship confirmed my passion to be involved in
discipleship of teenage girls. One day, I called a family from church
that I had become especially close with to ask if I could spend some
time with their four daughters (ages 11-16). Their parents agreed,
and I went to pick up the girls — two from home and two from
church. The two from church had no idea I was coming, and when
they saw their sisters pull up to church in my car, with confused
excitement they squealed, “Courtney’s here!?!” Their excitement 
only bubbled over when I told them I was taking them out that
night. Although it was easy for me to spend time with them, they
were amazed that someone older wanted to invest in their lives.
This is something they obviously hadn’t seen much growing up in
the inner-city. That evening began our relationship — we would
spend time together talking about spiritual things, studying the Bible
together, or even just hanging out. I prayed I would be a positive
example in their lives and that they would grow to be mature women
of God.
My internship taught me so much about myself — my desires, my
goals, and my personality. I learned how to put my passions into
practice. Overall, my experience was beyond wonderful, and I only
wish it could have been longer!
Kelly Woodruff ’05
I had the opportunity to
intern at First Baptist Church
(FBC) in Clarksville, Tennessee.
Steve Griffith, pastor of
discipleship, directed my
internship. My staff work,
however, was in children’s 
and preschool ministries.
The church provided me 
with many ministry opportunities. In addition to reading books
recommended by Pastor Griffith, I helped to organize and facilitate
the Wednesday night Teamkid ministry with preschoolers. I also
helped prepare for Vacation Bible School (VBS) with other
members of the staff and taught second grade Bible lessons during
the VBS week. As part of a weekly ministry to children in extremely
urban areas, our team gathered in a small apartment-like setting
and invited children to come for Bible lessons, games, crafts, and
refreshments. I was also able to help prepare and attend a training
session for teens who were counseling at children’s camp. I helped
prepare a week’s worth of camp for fourth and fifth grade children,
then had opportunity to work with them. My experience with the
main services of the church included participation in Sunday
morning and Sunday evening services, as well as a special Friday
night contemporary service held each week.
In addition to the church ministries, I was exposed to the deaf
community. The woman with whom I lived was deeply involved
with and passionate for a ministry to the deaf. I attended a party 
at her home and found myself stretched.
I was very openly received at FBC. I was mentored and
befriended by wonderful women in the church. They loved the
Lord in such beautiful ways and challenged me with their
ministries. I felt so at home there. Everyone was so hospitable.
I was challenged by homesickness, however. I felt very alone, and
I missed having family and friends nearby to love and care for my
heart. God wanted to fulfill that role, though, and He did. It was
stretching but ever so necessary to grow and change me.
Through my internship, I learned that I am probably best suited
for children’s ministry. I cannot wait to get into the ministry. I’m
getting married next summer, and my fiancé is excitedly looking at
a future in youth ministry. I look forward to being deeply involved
with youth. I am eager to serve the Lord no matter the location or
the circumstances.
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Cessna Catherine Winslow began
writing for “Inspire” in 2000 and
has faithfully been sharing a part of
herself in each story ever since.
Although not an alumna of
Cedarville University, Cessna has
come to know and appreciate the
Cedarville family over the years, but
never more than while she went
through the deep waters of her
father’s brain injury, as she shares
here.
Cessna lives in Cedarville, Ohio,
where her husband, Kevin, is an
assistant professor of education at
the University, and she works as a
freelance writer for “Inspire” and
“Torch.” The Winslows have three
children: Addison (10), Jenna (8),
and Devra (2).
On January 1, 2001, as Ioften do on New Year’s Day, I pondered the things Ihoped to improve about myself that year. As I reflected,
I prayed that God would help me grow in compassion and grace.
Nine days later, on January 10, I received a call that was to be the
start of an answer to that prayer. My dad was critically injured in
an auto accident. At that moment, I began to learn what it really
means to “honor your father and your mother.” In the two-plus
years that followed, my dad (or “Daddy,” as I still called him)
became my teacher. By “accident” I was forced to grow in
compassion and grace.
After running errands, Dad was heading back to his home in
Topock, Arizona, a small town south of Nevada, when a five-ton
water truck pulled out in front of him. Dad was airlifted to Las
Vegas where he was treated for a traumatic brain injury (TBI),
spinal cord damage, and several other injuries. Suddenly a man
who was always on the go helping others was now comatose,
fighting for his life. He was only 64.
My mom was accustomed to Dad doing everything for her,
and knowing that she was incapable of reversing the roles, I flew
out to assist them. When Dad stabilized, the hospital explained
to our family that Daddy would permanently need assistance,
and it was clear that Mom could not handle him alone. His
prognosis was not good. As soon as he was able to be
transported, Dad was air-ambulanced to Ohio and placed in a
nursing home near us. A month later Mom flew out and moved
in with us. (One word: Grace.) 
You see, the task of honoring my mother was all the more
challenging because we have never been close. In my youth I
feared and disliked her. She abused me, and so my memories of
her were haunting and painful. When she wasn’t throwing
frequent violent tantrums, she was verbally cruel or emotionally
distant. After graduating from college I pursued a career on the
East Coast — miles away from my painful past. Though my dad
was occasionally abusive, I was a daddy’s girl, and we kept in
close contact. Mom and I remained distant. Our adult
relationship was cordial, but shallow.
Caring for Dad and having Mom in our home brought
flashbacks and unimaginable stress. My mother is unreliable and
very unstable. Being around her is like wandering a minefield —
you never know what’s safe or when things will blow up. With
Dad’s progress at stake, I had to overlook her issues and
limitations and find ways to work with her as a team.
Dad was still in a coma when he arrived, so our first task was
to learn everything about TBI and try to waken him as quickly as
possible. My husband faithfully did his part. Between teaching at
Cedarville and working on his doctorate, Kevin was still able to
spend hours with Dad. Not only was he Dad’s recovery partner,
but he also helped Mom where Dad left off. He became her legal
conservator while I was Dad’s guardian. Parenting parents and
being a parent meant that we had to multi-task, set boundaries,
and find balance in our upside-down world.
Blessing in Honoring
b y  C e s s n a  C a t h e r i n e  W i n s l o w
By “accident” I was forced to grow in
compassion and grace.
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Our children were included in Dad’s recovery effort. My son 
is autistic, and so he verbally obsesses on things. With Dad’s
impaired state, Addison had an audience in someone who never
tired of his monologues or demanded he stop. He enjoyed
reading to his grandfather, which helped take care of some of
his home education while also benefiting Dad. Much of
Addison’s school year was spent “learning” in a nursing home.
My daughter, Jenna, did her part by singing preschool songs and
using toys to stimulate Dad’s senses.
Several weeks later, Daddy woke up. What an exciting time!
Daily we witnessed miracles. It was amazing! Dad, who was
called a “vegetable” and given little hope, was now talking and
learning. Sometimes the things he said or did were bizarre, but
miraculous all the same. Since he had been last conscious in
Arizona, it took him a long time to believe that he was in Ohio.
He constantly argued his whereabouts with us. That was
tragically comical.
He performs wonders that cannot be
fathomed, miracles that cannot be counted
(Job 9:10).
As Dad’s alertness increased, our goal shifted to qualifying him
for a rehabilitation facility. This was an incredible task. Even
though Dad was frequently tired and in pain, we had to make
him work and improve. When I was a child, Daddy often
criticized me for being strong-willed, but now my tenaciousness
was to his benefit. I knew Daddy could beat the odds, and I was
determined to help him. I couldn’t let fear or doubts stand in the
way — even if it pained me to see him struggle.
I did extensive research on TBI and geriatric issues. I also
contacted a Cedarville nursing professor who was a TBI survivor
for advice. Dr. Lois Baker provided me with valuable insights
and recruited a nursing student to help us. Twice a week Sarah
Ross ’02 would visit Dad. She tended to his physical and spiritual
needs and helped him re-learn basic life skills. While
volunteering with Dad, Sarah decided to pursue trauma/rehab
nursing. She became the inspiration for the James A. Smith
Elderly Compassion Memorial Scholarship, which we endowed
in Dad’s honor to assist students who minister to the elderly.
Five months after the accident, Daddy was accepted into a
rehab program. It was like boot camp with therapists constantly
working with him on speech, mobility, eating, and self-care
skills. When we were told that he might recover enough to move
home and receive outpatient therapy, we decided to sell our
house and find a home that was more accommodating of Dad.
Sadly, Daddy didn’t progress in rehab to the extent that he
needed, and he was returned to a nursing home. That was a
difficult blow for all of us. Though his speech and cognition had
improved, he was still paralyzed, incontinent, visually impaired,
and occasionally dependent on a feeding tube. Having to send
him back to a nursing home was painful. I cried as I wrestled
with that decision, and I questioned if that was honoring him,
but I knew that we had no choice. Dad was understanding, but
struggled with it as well.
Depression was a problem for Dad, and so we hired Deborah
Holt ’87 to work with him. She is a counselor with a nursing
background. Besides helping Dad emotionally, she eased our
load by taking over as care coordinator. Debbie shared our
passion to improve Dad’s quality of life and found additional
therapists to work with him. More importantly, she assisted in
communicating with doctors who respond favorably to
professionals. That made a huge difference in the care Dad
received.
Debbie’s help was an extra blessing as my load was getting
even heavier — literally. I was now (unexpectedly) pregnant! 
We were shocked and overwhelmed. Knowing that Dad and our
second daughter would never really know each other, we decided
to let him name her. He insisted that she be named after Debbie.
It has been a joy watching Devra bond with her namesake — a
living reminder of the way Daddy admired Debbie.
For the kids’ benefit, and Dad’s as well, we often brought Dad
to our house to visit and
eat with us. His
swallowing ability was
limited to softened
foods, and so I had to
experiment with finding
dishes that could be
pureed and still
appetizing. (I learned




With a little creativity,
Daddy was able to enjoy
some of his favorite
foods with his family.
Cessna helps her dad with a meal.
Debbie Holt ’87 with her namesake, Devra
Parenting parents and being a parent
meant that we had to multi-task, set
boundaries, and find balance in our
upside-down world.
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With three young children and two needy parents, I acquired
an appreciation for the challenges faced by the “sandwich
generation.” Through it all, God was faithful. He surrounded me
with good friends (both far and near) and the loving support of
the Cedarville University family. Friends and co-workers often
prayed with me or helped with our kids, while others patiently
allowed me to vent or cry during difficult times. Though I
personally struggled, I never lacked for encouraging words or a
comforting shoulder.
When Dad reached his maximum recovery level, our goal
shifted to making him as comfortable as possible. Kevin was
wonderful in that effort. Besides helping Dad swim with a water
therapist, Kevin took Dad “flying.” Daddy used to be a pilot, and
so Kevin hooked up a flight simulator to his television. Several
times a week, the two of them would “fly.” Even though Dad
couldn’t see, he recognized the sounds and understood what was
going on. It warmed my heart to walk in and hear Dad barking
orders at his co-pilot. I often found myself in awe at how my
husband loved my dad. Kevin honored his father-in-law like his
own father.
Eventually Dad’s impaired state and immobility took a toll,
and he started battling recurring infections. In early 2003 he
became too sick to bring home or take swimming and was
frequently hospitalized. As Dad’s health declined, he interacted
less, and so we focused on soothing him with more passive
activities. Dad loved country music and old hymns. He also
enjoyed being read to and hearing his favorite Bible passages.
William Lawlor ’04, a preseminary Bible major, often visited Dad
to read and sing to him.
Dad had many friends. As a way of keeping them and family
members informed, I wrote regular e-mails, commonly known
as Dad E-Updates. These communiqués were also therapeutic
for me. By sharing, I was able to journal the joys and struggles
that were part of this intense journey. The final Dad E-Update
summarized my feelings and experience. On March 31, 2003,
I wrote:
“When you pass through the waters, I will be with you; and
when you pass through the rivers, they will not sweep over you.
When you walk through the fire, you will not be burned; the flames
will not set you ablaze. For I am the Lord, your God …”.
—Isaiah 43:2-3
Once again, this reminder has been a source of strength for me —
this time as I watched my father pass away. Daddy left to be with
the Lord this morning at 2:20. … His body could no longer fight to
recover. As painful as losing my Dad is, I rejoice in knowing that
someday I will be reunited with him. Even as he struggled to
breathe and lay dying for several hours, he assured me of that fact.
We all had a chance to tell him we love him, and on a few occasions
he verbalized his love for us. …
As I reflect on Dad’s life, I see what a tremendous gift he gave
me in allowing us to be with him these last two challenging
years. In his willingness to hang on, Dad allowed me time to
learn and understand things that clearly God knew I needed. I’ve
learned the definition of priorities, perseverance, patience, and
unconditional love — all these things we think we know, but
once tragedy strikes, bringing untold grief, we suddenly see how
little we actually understand.
Though at times I complained about the care of Mom and
Dad falling on Kevin and me with little support from other
family members, I now see how we have been blessed as that
awesome responsibility was actually our gain. Through this
blessing I have had the opportunity to embrace new discoveries
about myself, my husband, my mom, and my dad. Many
mysteries have been solved. For years I was confused and hurt by
some childhood experiences. I didn’t understand why Dad did
certain things or allowed them to happen. Over the past 27
months, I have gained insights and comprehension and now am
more at peace.
This experience has provided a priceless education on
countless fronts. My beliefs and faith have been challenged and
stretched in immeasurable ways. My life is also much richer
because of new and enhanced relationships I have acquired
along this journey.
Sarah Ross ’02 spent time with James and inspired a scholarship 
through her faithful compassion.
I often found myself in awe at how
my husband loved my dad. Kevin
honored his father-in-law like his
own father.
Though at times I complained about
the care of Mom and Dad falling on
Kevin and me ... I now see how we
have been blessed as that awesome
responsibility was actually our gain.
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Surprises. There are always surprises.Usually they are losses, but occasionallyunexpected joys. It may be how badly
your father drives, how confused your
mother is, how little they are eating, or their
failure to recognize your son. It may have
been a surprise like this that started your
sojourn in caregiving. Caregiving is a labor 
of love fraught with losses and stress that
may turn out to be one of the most
important accomplishments in your life.
One of the most stressful yet revealing
aspects of caregiving is role reversal — when
you become your parent’s parent. It is
stressful because neither you nor your parent
wants it, at least not in the beginning. There
are likely to be many power struggles. Your
parents will tell you to butt out and insist
that they are quite capable of driving, handling their checkbook,
preparing their own meals — after all, they were doing those
things before you were even born. For you to suggest otherwise,
they will say, is bossy and arrogant of you. They will either shame
you or try to avoid you in order to prevent you from taking over
their lives. You may find yourself having the same arguments with
your parents that you have with your teenagers who are asserting
their independence. Your parents do not want to be dependent
any more than you do. They resist you, not because they do not
love you, but because they feel like they are fighting for their lives.
Role reversal is stressful because it requires humility on both
your parts. Your parents are ashamed that they cannot take care
of themselves and need help. As they develop humility, role
reversal and caregiving will become easier. The first time you see
your parent naked and have to change or bathe him or her, you
will experience shame (remember Noah’s sons), loss, and grief.
Something inside of you changes, and you know your role in
your parent’s life and the world has changed forever. Changing
the diaper of the parent who changed your diaper changes you.
It is a humbling rite of passage into a new and unwanted
parenthood. In your parent you get a glimpse of your own future.
In parenting your parent you get a glimpse of who you have
become.
Role reversal is an emotional experience because it reveals your
limits. Exhaustion and depression signal your physical and
emotional limits. Your parent’s frustration and anger reveal your
limited ability to please them. Their continued decline reveals
your inability to change the situation or
remedy their illness. Recognizing these limits,
however, may humble you and remind you
that your relationship with your parent is
much more important than your strength,
finances, or power. Working out your
relationship with your parent may be the
most difficult yet important emotional
accomplishment of your life.
Role reversal and caregiving are especially
difficult if you have had a troubled
relationship with your parent. Parenting a
parent who neglected or abused you is a 
very challenging labor of love, assuming the
parental role gives you the power to neglect
and abuse back. When your parent is
difficult, uncooperative, or unrepentant, you
may be tempted to teach them how it feels to
be treated badly. But, it is also an opportunity
to stop the generational cycle of dysfunction. It is an opportunity
to demonstrate that you have grown beyond your past, your pain,
and your parents.
Parenting your parents may be the hardest challenge of your
life, but it is also an opportunity to prove that you love
unconditionally. It is an opportunity to honor your parents. It is
an opportunity to give without an expectation of reward. It is an
opportunity to learn that material things are not the most
important things. Remember that as you parent your parents,
God parents you. You did not get to choose your parents or the
outcome of their lives. They are a stewardship to you from God.
Surprises. Sometimes the surprises are unexpected joys. It
might be the nurse telling you how much your father appreciates
you. It might be your mother perfectly quoting “I can do all
things through Christ which strengtheneth me” in the fog of her
dementia. It might be your father taking your hand and
whispering, “You’re a pretty good girl.” It might be God saying,
“Well done. In honoring your parents you honored Me.”
Chuck Dolph has been a psychology professor at Cedarville
University for 25 years. He spends the weekends in nursing homes
with elderly, sick, and dying residents and consults with families on
the emotional stresses of caregiving. Chuck resides in Cedarville with
his wife, Teresa (Brown) ’83, and children, Emanuel ’06 and 
Olivia ’08.
Surprises in Caregiving
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Life-Changes at the Fork
in the Road
E d  S m i t h  J r .  ’ 8 1
Life-changing events are at every bend in the road. It isinherent with the fact that as we are living and growing,we also accept responsibility. Accepting responsibility
causes our lives to come to forks in the road where we must
make decisions. Getting married is one such fork. No longer 
do you live as an individual, but with another. The choice is
voluntary. Having a child, especially the first, is another major
time of decision and change. I contend that choosing to care for
an elderly parent is equally a major choice and major
responsibility.
One of the many things I noticed and admired about my wife,
Rebekah, was the way she cared for her family, especially her
maternal grandmother (Lao Lao, as we called her) before we got
married. We were married in China in 1990, and during the time
we lived in China her grandmother moved in with us. Normally,
her grandmother would get homesick after a few days and want
to go back to my wife’s parents’ home, but she stayed with us a
month, and it was actually my mother-in-law who missed not
having her mother home.
When we told our grandmother she was wanted at home,
she asked us why we were trying to get rid of her after only a few
days. We told her that she had been with us a month and that
her own daughter had missed her and wanted her home.
The day we were to take her home, we first wheeled her
wheelchair to the city zoo, and we had a day to remember as 
she marveled at the strange and exotic animals she had never
seen before. Memories such as that still bring a smile to us as 
we think about them. I still laugh when I think of the
hippopotamus underwater, and when we told her the name of it
in Chinese she was shocked to see such large air bubbles coming
to the surface. The Chinese word for “hippopotamus” sounds
the same as the word for “river frog,” and she thought there was
a very large river frog under the water creating the bubbles!
Choosing to care for my parents as they aged no longer was
my choice alone; it also became the choice of my entire family.
My father and mother moved near us when my father retired in
1992. My father’s retirement resources were limited, and it soon
became evident that they would need assistance. Initially they
lived in an apartment, but the stairs became an obstacle to my
mother’s arthritis. When a two-bedroom ranch house was being
auctioned across the road from our house, we soon became
landlords with my parents as the tenants. The house was close
by; we could help them more easily, but it involved time and
money on our part. My mother passed away in 1997 while living
in that house, and we all had peace knowing we did what we
could for her while she was alive.
As my father began living alone following her death, we
noticed that his health began to weaken and that he needed
more assistance. I thought when he gave up his driver’s license it
would be difficult for him, but instead it seemed it became more
difficult for us. My wife did most of the driving for him because
she was home during the day while I worked.
Then there were the nights when I was contacted by the
medical alert operator that my father’s medical assistance alert
had gone off. It was not uncommon for me to run across the
road and through the neighbors’ yards to reach his house within
minutes, only to find him fast asleep and oblivious to the alarm,
which needed to be reset.
When it became obvious that Dad couldn’t live alone, we
prayerfully discussed what would happen next. Neither our
house nor his house was really big enough for our families to
combine. Our two daughters, Hannah and Sarah, were growing
and already shared a room. We began to look at houses on the
market, but found nothing suitable because by this time we were
looking for something handicap-accessible for Dad’s wheelchair.
After two years of looking, we decided to build a house with
Dad’s needs in mind.
I have worked for the Federal Bureau of Prisons in central
Pennsylvania as a teacher for more than 13 years, and our family
decided that we would remain in this area until I was eligible to
retire in seven years. We bought land nearby in a small housing
development and began the search for a suitable house design
for our expanded family needs. Obvious needs would include a
master bedroom and bathroom on the first floor. We wanted an
open floor plan to make wheelchair accessibility easier. We also
desired a house which would give us some of our own space as a
family. We found a plan, reworked it, and discussed it with our
builder. We began building in November 2003 and completed
the house in March 2004.
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Dad has had a difficult year in 2004. On January 11, while still
in his previous house, he fell and broke his left shoulder. The
new house wasn’t complete, so we needed to put him into a local
nursing home. Before we could get him into the new house, he
fell again in April and broke his left hip.
He finally moved in with us in May. Our new house has
become a traffic thoroughfare with nurses, aids, therapists, and
visitors coming and going. Dad has become the center of
attention.
While he was in the nursing home, Dad never ate very well.
After getting home, he has never stopped eating. Rebekah knows
what he likes, and as his “favorite (and only) daughter-in-law,”
she makes whatever he wants.
My daughters take turns visiting with YeYe (Chinese for
“Grandpa”) to keep him busy. They have also become the
technicians to fix his TV remote when he can’t get the station 
he wants. My younger daughter, Sarah, has been known to say 
to him, “What would you do without me?” Sarah and my older
daughter, Hannah, both provide their grandpa, and anyone else
in the house, with music from their instruments.
Taking care of dad has become a family project and ministry.
Believe me, it has never been easy, but it has been rewarding.
We are making future memories which will be with us, and we
are teaching our children the responsibility of caring for those
who can no longer care for themselves. It takes commitment,
patience, and forgiveness on everyone’s part!
I wish I could write that everything has been going smoothly,
but life doesn’t always take the turn that we want it to. In July of
this year, Dad fell again, and this time he broke his right hip.
After a month’s stay in the hospital and rehab, he is home again,
but this time he is not walking. He needs to use a sliding board
to move from his wheelchair to the bed, toilet, or car. We are
praying for his recovery and strength, but unlike children, elderly
parents don’t grow stronger, they grow weaker. Instead of
becoming more independent, they become more dependent. It is
hard, very hard, but our Father has promised never to leave us,
nor forsake us. He has also promised never to test us above that
which we can handle, with His help. My family and I hold on to
those precious promises from our Heavenly Father. I know that
what we are trying to do is right, and that is why we are
attempting to do it. Is it a sacrifice? Yes, it is! Does it take time
and money? Yes, it does! When Dad first moved in with us, I
wanted him to know that he was NOT a burden, and I repeatedly
told him that we were glad that he was with us.
My father is not the same man that I knew when I was growing
up. He is no longer the one I can look up to when I need help or
have a question. We have changed roles, and I feel like I’m the
parent while he is the child. All the more, I need to look to my
Heavenly Father for help and strength, while at the same time
caring for and protecting my earthly father.
Ed Smith Jr. ’81 and his wife, Rebekah, live in Watsontown,
Pennsylvania with their daughters, Hannah (13) and Sarah (11),
whom they homeschool, and Ed’s dad, Ed Sr. Ed works as a literacy
teacher with the Federal Bureau of Prisons at the United States
Penitentiary Allenwood. Rebekah is a lecturer in Chinese language
at Susquehanna University. The family is seeking to help AIDS
orphans and victims in China. The Smiths may be contacted at
edsmith@evenlink.net.
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How does a son honor a father who rarely visited himthrough the years and is hostile toward his faith? Andwhat if that father is Muslim and is as passionate about
having his son embrace Islam as the son is to see his father accept
Jesus Christ? 
Those are questions that Yosef Hassan ’05 has long faced and
recently started to answer. A senior preseminary Bible major,
Yosef is facing a great challenge in his father — a man whom he
only recently has gotten to know. Yosef has had to work through
the hurt of rarely seeing his father and the shame (admittedly
self-inflicted) of having a Muslim father.
Yosef was only two when his parents divorced. He and his
infant brother were left in the care of their mother. Their father
had little contact with them. But, Yosef said, “My grandparents
provided a strong, positive Christian role model. Since my mom
was a single parent, my grandparents did so much for my brother
and me. I am thankful that I grew up with such loving,
supportive grandparents.” He added that his mother is amazing
as well. “She works hard to provide for our family,” he explained.
“My mom prayed that my brother and I would grow up to be
Christians.”
Yosef came to know the Lord around the age of 10. He recalled,
“I was at a special service at my grandparents’ church. After the
service was over, I remember praying the sinner’s prayer and
asking Jesus to come into my life and save me.” As Yosef matured,
he began to desire that his dad know Jesus. But to put that desire
into practice, Yosef had to get past both his father’s absence in his
life and his shame over his ethnicity.
“My dad is from Pakistan,” Yosef explained, “which means that
he looks like many of the terrorists. … Growing up, I did not
want the image of being someone from Pakistan.” Yosef added
that his mother is part African-American, Native American, and
Caucasian, “So I am mixed.” Even so, he was embarrassed of his
dad’s ethnicity and did not want to be seen with him. “I didn’t
really see him much anyway because he lives in New Jersey, but
thinking about this problem made me realize that the struggle is
something that I need to get over. God made me the way I am
and gave me the parents that I have for a purpose. I should in no
way be ashamed,” Yosef concluded.
When Yosef first came to Cedarville, he was hesitant to tell
people where his dad was from. Over time, he began to share his
feelings and his situation with friends. He was amazed at how
understanding people were and how they were even willing to
join him in praying for his dad.
With prayer support, Yosef ’s desire to share his faith with his
dad intensified. He remarked, “This has proved to be challenging
because he is set in his faith. We are open to listening to each
other, but I feel like
sometimes I will talk to
him until I am blue in the
face and then come out of
the conversation feeling like
I didn’t accomplish much.”
So prayer has become a
vital force in this effort.
“I have asked many people
to pray for my father, and I
ask God to work in Him
and bring him to a saving
faith in Christ. Many times
I feel like my words do not
do much, but I know that
God is the One who
chooses to work in people,”
he explained.
During the school year, Yosef and his father e-mail almost
weekly. Yosef is determined to have a good relationship with his
father. “My dad cares about my brother and me a lot,” Yosef
noted. “The fact that he made a lot of mistakes in the past does
not mean that I should not show him respect. I feel really badly
about how I treated him and did not have patience with him.
I should be forgiving to my dad. Jesus Christ paid the price to
renew us from our sins and downfalls. I should at least do what I
can and forgive my dad and show him honor.”
Acting on that conviction, last summer Yosef took the initiative
to visit his father at his home in New Jersey. “That was really
neat, because it was one of the first times in my life that I got to
spend one-on-one time with my dad,” he said. “We had some in-
depth conversations about religion and about life in general.”
While they had some good talks, nothing changed in regard 
to their religious differences. In fact Yosef ’s father is very
disappointed with his son’s career goals. “My dad does not really
like me going to Cedarville and studying Bible,” Yosef shared.
“He said he would not support me financially if I pursued that
major.” Thankfully, Yosef ’s mother is supportive and willing to
assist him.
With or without his father’s blessing and support, Yosef plans
to go to seminary after graduation. And regardless of where the
Lord leads him, Yosef is committed to honoring his dad and
sharing his faith. He believes that despite their religious
differences, they will remain close. Yosef concluded, “He is a
Muslim and I am a Christian, and we both stand strong in our
beliefs. Despite the fact that I cannot look to my dad as someone
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M y mother is 85,” reflected Margaret McCoy, “andthroughout her life, she has gently told us that shedoes not wish to be in a nursing home in her later
years. There are five of us children, and about three years ago,
we noticed that maybe the time had come to initiate ‘creative
caring.’”
This “creative caring” involved all of the children agreeing to
have their mother in their homes for two months of each year …
sometimes a little more. Since their mother doesn’t drive, they all
meet halfway between homes to pick up or deliver her. One
sister, who lives in Texas, flies her mother down or comes to stay
with a sibling during her designated time.
Margaret enthusiastically said, “It has worked out beautifully.
God has blessed Mom with good health and a strong spirit. She
loves doing laundry and that is one of her gifts to us. The two
months she is in our home, there is never a dirty piece of
anything, and all Barry’s shirts are pressed and ready to go each
morning!”
Helping to care for their grandmother on and off for 15 years
has had a great impact on Margaret and Barry’s four children.
They are careful to help their grandmother in and out of the
van, decipher conversations as her hearing has deteriorated, and
seek her out for a goodnight hug and kiss. “Her world is so
much smaller than theirs,” Margaret commented, “and I think
they are slowly realizing how much the little things matter. I have
watched their sensitivity to the ‘weaknesses’ of their grandma
grow steadily.”
“Watching a child of God age and become more beautiful with
the years is a blessing that cannot be measured,” Margaret
continued. “Our children are fourth generation results of godly
seed and, though not perfect, have reaped great advantage from
the prayers of precious generations past. My mom’s father was
an evangelist and prayed daily for the generations to come.”
By modeling the concept of honoring a parent, Barry and
Margaret are teaching their children the importance of following
this commandment with promise. “We remind our children
regularly (in jest and in truth!) that we will someday be cranky,
hard of hearing, demanding, and in need of their care,” Margaret
noted. “As we watch their gentleness and genuine caring of
Mom, our hearts are filled with gratitude. We thank them
regularly. We want them to know that it means a lot to us.”
Barry and Margaret live in Pickerington, Ohio, where Barry is
the owner and president of Firecorp Restoration Specialists, Inc.,
and Margaret teaches at Fairfield Christian Academy. They have
four children: Daniel ’02, Christy ’04, Michael (who will be a
freshman at Cedarville University in Fall 2005), and Megan (16).
From Generation to
Generation
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Watching a child of God age and
become more beautiful with the years
is a blessing that cannot be measured.
“
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Chuck Truxton ’67 and his wife, Bev, enjoyed their
home assignment the last three months of 2004.
Although they are resting secure in the Lord, the ethnic
and religious violence that is in Nigeria has caused stress
in their lives. Also, some of their missionary colleagues
have been victims of armed burglaries, which has led the
Truxtons to take extra precautions. Their home
assignment came at a much-needed time in their
ministry.
Dan ’68 and Nancy Norton Brower ’69 took a
mini-furlough from Brazil the last few months of the
year. Before leaving Brazil, there were four major
hurdles to overcome. They marveled at how God worked
everything together for good to make the trip possible.
Dan Lacey ’68 and his wife, Betty, celebrated their
40th wedding anniversary on June 13, 2004. They also
share that they have been serving the Lord in France for
35 years. They are so glad that God has chosen them to
share the Good News with those that are so oppressed
spiritually. 
Bruce McDonald ’69 has had his third book, The Fight
of Faith: Believing God in Difficult Times, published by
Moody Publishers. Bruce is international director of sports
for the Association of Baptists for World Evangelism
(ABWE). He and his wife, Bev (Hare) ’72, live in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
70s
Preston Butcher ’70 was recently appointed as the
national director of government entities for the Internal
Revenue Service. He will serve as senior executive over
three programs, including tax exempt bonds; 560
federally recognized Indian tribal governments; and
federal, state, and local governments. He and his wife,
Ruth, reside in Columbia, Maryland.
Larry ’72 and Nancy Leapline Allen ’70 were
blessed by a trip they made to Khulna, Bangladesh in
July 2004. It was powerful to see so many of the
Bengalis eager to learn English and willing to listen 
to the gospel. 
Ruthann Steyer Bosley ’72 has had her book Victory
in the Valleys published by Victory Press. The book
chronicles the trials and victories of the Bosley family, from
parenting challenges to the illness and death of Ruthann’s
husband, Gary, to dealing with grief and a new stage of
life. God’s faithfulness is a key theme of the book. For
more information, visit www.ruthann.faithweb.com.
Phil McDonald ’74 has been named president of
Closed Door Ministries in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Closed
Door provides quality biblical training to believers in
countries closed to American missionaries. The goal is to
see these leaders evangelize and disciple their own
countrymen. Phil and his wife, Rebecca, and family live
in Rockford, Michigan. Phil may be reached at
philmc@closeddoorministries.org.
Jim ’75 and Rachel Mayo Chambers ’78 departed
for Africa in October 2004. They have a strong desire to
run the “Kingdom race” in another part of the world.
Their girls, Mary and Becca, could hardly wait to get to
Africa.
Jon ’76 and Dee Perry Mitchell ’76 and their
church family in Brazil feel strongly that God is calling
them to buy the church property they are currently
renting. The location provides centrality, accessibility, and
visibility. Please pray that the needed funds are provided.
Evandro Batista ’77 and his wife, Elina, left Portugal
in December 2004 to start their furlough in the States.
They look forward to spending time with their two boys
and visiting with their supporters. They have been
encouraged lately with the Ericeira Church. The church is
in the process of being registered with the Portuguese
government, and the Batistas are excited to see how God
will work through all the paperwork and legal issues.
Marty Shaw ’78 has been appointed CBInternational’s
Asia ministries director. Marty and his wife, Denise
(Gawthrop) ’78, have spent 21 years in Japan and
have served in a number of ministries, including camp,
church planting, and field leadership. For the past two
years, Marty served as CBInternational’s coordinator of
global strategies. Marty will continue to develop core
elements of the global strategies initiatives within an
overall CBInternational Asia strategy. 
Bill Abernathy ’79 recently received his doctorate of
ministries from Grace Theological Seminary. His
dissertation was titled “Cultivating a Biblical Worldview in
the Context of the Local Church.” Bill and his wife,
Peggy (Van der Hoeven) ’79, and their children,
Kristie, Joshua, and Caleb, reside in Columbus, Ohio. 
Bill is the pastor of Immanuel Baptist Church.
Alumnotes
50s
Sam ’56 and Ellen Smith Hornbrook ’56 are
pleased with the construction progress that has been
made on their church in Mexico. There is still work to do,
though, and not a lot of money left. Please pray that the
necessary funds come in to complete this project.
60s
Marv ’65 and Joan Carter Stephens ’65 praise
God that all of the Editorial Bautista Independiente (EBI)
staff, their homes, and the EBI buildings were unharmed
during Hurricane Charley.
Jan Reiner ’66 shares that the new believers in Malta
are growing and abounding in the work of the Lord. The
church in Malta has been searching for a resident pastor
who would live and work among the people. This would
be so beneficial to the people since Jan lives five hours
away and can only be with them on the weekends. 
Joyce Rudduck ’66 asks for your prayers concerning a
translation project. The project is moving ahead slowly,
and the task before them is overwhelming. They need
your prayers so they can produce a quality translation.
Betty White Bertschinger ’68,
retired director of Patterson Clinic
(now known as University Medical
Services or UMS), went home to be
with the Lord on August 14, 2004.
Betty’s years of service for the
University began in 1966, when the
student health clinic was just a one-
room nurse’s station in the back of Faith Hall. Under
Betty’s leadership, the nursing staff grew to four full-
time nurses, and Patterson Hall was remodeled into a
clinic facility. Betty founded the Cedarville sports
medicine program (which later transitioned into the
athletic training program) and was key to the
development of student health services on our campus. 
Betty retired in 1992 but was inducted into the
Cedarville University Athletic Hall of Fame in 1996 for
her work in the sports medicine program. In addition,
Betty was recognized as one of the first college health
nurses in the nation to be certified by the American
Association of Nurse Credentialing (AANC) in college
health. She served as president of the Ohio College
Health Association in 1986 and 1987. 
Deb McDonald, current director of UMS, said, “Betty
was a champion for the athletic training program and
for Cedarville University Emergency Medical Services
(CUEMS). She was the CUEMS advisor for many years
and made sure the EMTs had what they needed to care
for our campus. We wouldn’t have CUEMS today if not
for her. She truly was a neat lady and a visionary.” 
Betty was preceded in death by her husband, Rene,
who died in 1965 while the couple was living in
Cordova, Alaska, where Betty served as a missionary.
Our sympathies in the loss of Betty go out to Betty’s
sisters, Bonnie White Oliver ’87, Joy Wilson, and
Amy Jacob; many nieces, nephews, grandnieces, and
grandnephews; and the rest of her family and friends.
Former Clinic Director 
Home with the Lord
According to the Dayton
Daily News (Ohio),
volleyball has helped 
form a unique bond
between Bobbie Brown 
Jones ’79 and her
daughter, Kelsey ’06. 
As Eric Frantz reported in the newspaper’s 
September 23, 2004 edition, Bobbie and Kelsey have
had a volleyball coach-athlete relationship since Kelsey
was in the fourth grade. Bobbie was the head volleyball
coach at Orange Christian Academy (OCA) in Orange
Village, Ohio when the young Kelsey began practicing
with her mom’s team. Bobbie had the unique
opportunity to coach her daughter up through Kelsey’s
freshman year. 
Change came in 1999, noted Frantz, when Bobbie’s
husband, Bill ’81, took a new position as assistant
professor of biology at Cedarville University. With the
family, including younger brother Colin, moving to
Cedarville, Bobbie traded in her OCA job for a volleyball
coaching position at Cedarville High School. This allowed
her and Kelsey to continue their coach-athlete set-up for
the rest of Kelsey’s high school career. 
According to Frantz, Bobbie stated, “[Kelsey and I]
have a really good relationship, and we’ve been really
blessed. Looking back, there were times that I was much
tougher on her than anyone else, but she rolled with it.
She’s a tremendous athlete, and I felt privileged to
coach her.”
Now a junior multi-age physical education major at
Cedarville University, Kelsey is still making waves on the
volleyball court. Just this November, she was named to
the National Christian College Athletic Association
(NCCAA) All-America First Team and NCCAA All-National
Tournament Team and was recognized as NCCAA Player
of the Year. Bobbie tries to make as many of Kelsey’s
games as possible, and Kelsey does the same for
Bobbie’s high school team games.
Kelsey told Frantz, “My mom and I have an awesome
relationship, and she’s my best friend in the world.”
The Volleyball Bond
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Susan Felty Mains ’79 and her husband, Reuben, are
pleased with how their church in Grenada is growing in
Christ and supporting the pastor. In July, their church sent
a missions team to Guyana, South America. The desire to
reach out beyond Grenada was so great that each team
member took on the challenge of raising more than a
month’s salary just to go on the trip.
Michael Mignard ’79 has received his doctorate in
curriculum and instruction from Trinity Theological
Seminary. He is currently the director of the K-12 school
and community relations at Bethel University in St. Paul,
Minnesota. He also teaches in the undergraduate
programs at Bethel. He and his wife, Janet (Bubel) ’79,
and son, Ethan, live in Andover, Minnesota.
Mark ’79 and Debbie Hall Seymour ’83 praise God
for the work that has been done on the Chad Balimba
Bible Institute. In September, they held a dedication
service for a newly constructed classroom building. 
A new class will be starting in the fall of 2005, so there is
a need for more student housing. Mark is busy teaching
at the Bible Institute and in the newly formed Sarh Night
Bible School.
Warren Throckmorton ’79 has produced a
documentary called “I Do Exist,” concerning sexual
orientation change. The film takes a fascinating look into
the lives of five former homosexuals and answers many
contemporary questions surrounding the possibility of
change. Others that worked on this film are Cedarville
professors Jim Leightenheimer ’80, Jim Kragel, and
Mike DiCuirci.
80s
Ron Hobar ’82 and his wife, Linda, work with
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) in the Cincinnati,
Ohio area. The Impact Sports division of FCA fielded four
baseball teams this past summer. The Hobars share that
their summer was one of learning how to balance
competition and emotions. 
Tim ’84 and Alice Boyd Dysert ’84 share that the
Lord has provided another location for their church in
Madrid that has more space for nurseries and Sunday
school classrooms. They are thankful for this new
building that has room for them to grow.
Mark Riley ’84 is the head football coach at Roehm
Middle School in Berea, Ohio. His son, Christian (13), is a
wide receiver and defensive back on the team. Mark is
also the president and CEO of Sea-Tec Marine, Inc., a
commercial diving company based in Cleveland, Ohio.
Grant Williams ’85 graduated with honors from The
University of Michigan Law School in May 2004. He
works for Miller, Canfield, Paddock, and Stone in Detroit.
Grant had the privilege of teaching secondary history in
a Christian school for 16 years before pursuing his law
degree. He and his wife, Rhonda, have two children,
Solon (10) and Carter (7), and reside in Adrian,
Michigan.
Jeff ’86 and Shelley Fox
Beste ’95 announce the
birth of Rachel Grace on
January 21, 2004. She 
was welcomed home by her
sisters, Kylie (7) and 
Sara (5), in Cedarville,
Ohio.
Ruth Eissens Buehler ’87
and her husband, Andy,
announce the birth of
Katherine Claire on August 21,
2002. Katie joins her excited
big brother, Isaac (4), at home
in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
90s
Brett ’90 and Katie Welner Barnes ’90 announce
the birth of Paige Lynne. Big brothers Caleb (10), 
Trey (7), and Luke (3) welcomed her home in Bath,
Maine. Brett teaches at Bath Middle School and is the
head basketball coach at Morse High School. Katie enjoys
taking care of the family.
Janet Stauffer 
Cain ’90 and her
husband, Scott, announce
the birth of Elizabeth Macy
on April 28, 2004. In
addition to full-time jobs,
Janet and Scott are musical
theatre critics in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Jonathan ’90 and Lori Rogers Haskell ’90 enjoyed
their home ministry to the States this summer, but were
very glad to arrive back in Hungary. During their
summer travels, they shared how others might play a
part in what God is doing in Hungary. 
Bobby ’90 and Sara Sweetland Hile ’92 reflect
that God is good in every circumstance, whether good or
bad, and for that they are thankful. They are serving in
Durban, South Africa and are seeing many fruits from
their labor.
Stefanie Swift Mayotte ’90 and her husband, Chris,
announce the birth of Meghan Claire on May 28, 2004.
She joins her siblings, Daniel (5), Amanda (4), and
Abigail (2), in Westerville, Ohio. Stefanie enjoys staying
at home with the kids and playing tennis. Chris is an
inventory manager for Lane Bryant.
Mike Wood ’90 and Evelyn Wray were married
December 31, 2003. Mike works in the information
technology department as a help desk technician for
Macerich Company, and Evelyn is a fourth grade teacher.
They reside in Phoenix, Arizona.
Brent ’91 and Krysty
Bailey Bower ’97
announce the birth of
Brooks Michael on
September 21, 2004. 
He was welcomed home by
his brother, Braden (2), in
Hilliard, Ohio. Brent teaches
math and coaches the
varsity girls basketball
team at Hilliard Darby High
School. Krysty enjoys staying at home with the boys.
Dan Jester ’91 and Debby
Campbell were married May 3,
2003 and have made their
home in Denver, Colorado. Dan
works for the special education
department of the Denver Public
School District, and Debby is a
marketing coordinator for a
distance education provider. 
Dan is currently a licensed
professional counselor in the state of Colorado, after
earning his master of community counseling degree from
Denver Seminary in 2001. Dan and Debby are pursuing






Word of Life Austria.
They have three
children, Daniel,
Shelby, and Kristine. Their family was so thankful to visit
with Dave ’91 and Wendy Boice Weaver ’91, and
their two boys, Jonathan and Nathan, at the Weavers’
home in Italy. The Weavers are church planters with
ABWE. Both families thoroughly enjoyed the American
fellowship and appreciate your prayers as they work in
beautiful, yet spiritually dark, areas of Europe.
Diane Mitchell Pruett ’91
and her husband, Joe,
announce the birth of Rebecca
on February 14, 2004. She
joins her siblings, Joey (7),
Joshua (5), and Michaela (2),
in Greenville, Illinois. 
“Mi so afraid, but I gonna liv
for Jesus — no madda what.”
Mark P. Fisher ’84 and his
family were thrilled to hear these
words from young André at Happy
Hills Christian Camp of Jamaica
this past summer. 
Mark, his wife, Lori, and their
children, Austin, Reagan, Kathryn,
Jordan, and Brennan, spent three weeks at Happy Hills as
a family ministry. For the Fishers, this was an attempt to
immerse themselves in a totally different culture while
ministering to others. The trip succeeded far beyond their
expectations. 
The family found themselves living, eating, playing,
and working alongside the Jamaicans at Happy Hills. They
took part in grounds duty, kitchen duty, decorating,
counseling, speaking, visiting 15 camps around the island,
and writing a marketing plan for the emerging Christian
Camping Association of Jamaica. They even raised money
to provide four scholarships for children to attend the
camp. André, who accepted Christ at Happy Hills, was one
of those scholarship recipients.
The Fishers were overjoyed to see campers come to
know the Lord, pledge themselves to purity, and commit
their lives to being Christ-like. But they were even more
ecstatic when their four-year-old son, Brennan, came to
accept the Lord there as well.
After a life-changing experience in Jamaica, the Fishers
returned home to Forest Falls, California, where Mark
serves as vice president for Forest Home Ministries. He
would love to hear from you at mpfisher@verizon.net.





Stikovich on July 9,
2004 on Emerald Bay




currently works as a litigation attorney with Robinson,
Pluymert, Piercey, MacDonald, & Amato, Ltd. in Hoffman
Estates, Illinois. Peter is an executive with the Boy Scouts
of America. The couple resides in Gilberts, Illinois.
Rebecca Reich Hannon ’92 and her husband, David,
ask for prayer concerning Becky’s health. She has been
experiencing seizures. Pray that the doctors would have
wisdom in determining the cause of the seizures. 
Brian ’92 and Dana Guy Phipps ’90 are pressing on
toward the goal of planting a Turkish church in Apricot by
December 2006. They are seeking prayer partners for
this humanly impossible task.
Karla Richardson Heaman ’93
and her husband, Dan, announce
the birth of Lauren Katherine on
December 12, 2003. Karla is a
neonatal intensive care nurse at
University of Michigan Health
System, and Dan is an analyst at
Ford Motor Company. They reside in
South Lyon, Michigan.
Cheryl Deinum
Riggle ’93 and her
husband, Kevin,






Cameron Glen (5). 
The Riggles reside in
Houston, Texas, where
Kevin works for CSI
Auto Transport as an
auto transport specialist and broker. Cheryl is a
JuicePlus+® consultant and enjoys staying at home with
KinLeigh.
Amy Riniker Smith ’93
and her husband, Chad,
announce the birth of
Audrey Grace on
September 7, 2003. Amy
works part-time as a
counselor at Meier Clinic,
and Chad is a geologist for
MWH, Inc. They attend
Blanchard Road Alliance









Serving in Mission (SIM) in Bolivia. The Thorsens will be
working with missionary and Bolivian middle and high
school students. They have been active at Center Street
Baptist Church in Iowa, where Charlie has been serving
as the pastor of youth and worship for nine years.
Greg Milentis ’94
and his wife, Rochelle,
announce the birth of
Zachary Zisis on
January 25, 2004. Greg
works with inside sales
at General Electric, and
Rochelle is privileged to
be a stay-at-home mom.
Dayton McEwen ’95 and
his wife, Beverly, announce 
the birth of Karys Kate on
August 5, 2003. Dayton works
with a warranty firm while
leading the college and career
ministry at Grace Immanuel
Bible Church. Beverly stays at
home and has a calligraphy
business. They reside in
Jupiter, Florida.
Mandi Secord ’95 and Spencer Leer were married
June 7, 2004 outside of Frisco, Colorado. Mandi taught
for nine years at Christian schools in Montana, Colorado,
and Brazil. The Leers now reside in Three Rivers,







2004. She was born
May 2, 2004 in
Taiwan. The
Blumenstocks reside in Singapore.
Debbie Davidson ’96
and Cecil Berlie Jr. were
married June 22, 2002
at First Baptist Church in
Austin, Minnesota. 







cornea fellowship. The Berlies now reside in Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, where Cecil works for the Mayo Health System
as an ophthalmologist. Debbie is the daughter of 
Don ’65 and Dorothy Lightly Davidson ’65.
Amy Awabdy Gregory ’96
and her husband, Randy,
announce the birth of
Zacchaeus Randall on April 7,
2004. They named their son
Zacchaeus because that is the
Bible story Amy heard when
she accepted Christ as her
Savior. Randy and Amy pray
that Zach will one day make
the same decision. Randy is a computer programmer in
Indianapolis, and Amy loves staying at home in
Brownsburg, Indiana. The proud grandparents are Abe
and Judy Siplock Awabdy ’64.
Bruce ’96 and Carrie
Fabian Holt ’00
announce the birth of
Benjamin Conor on 
July 25, 2003. Conor
will be joined by a new
sibling in February
2005. Bruce is a
financial advisor for
UBS Financial Services.
After teaching in the
Hilliard City Schools for
three years, Carrie
enjoys staying at home and teaching piano lessons. 
The Holts reside in Hilliard, Ohio.
David ’96 and Aimee
Greenwood Hoskins ’98
announce the birth of
Zachary John. He was born
June 6, 2004 in Springfield,
Ohio. David is a financial
counselor at Huntington
National Bank, and Aimee
works part-time as an analyst
at Speedway SuperAmerica.
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home in Akron, Ohio. Tom is a project manager for a











Springs, Colorado. After a honeymoon in Puerto Rico, the
LaGoys returned home to Denver, Colorado. Jeff is a Web
and database developer at Dawn Ministries, and Connie
is a technical writer with Visa USA.
Inspire 31
Elliott ’97 and Sara
Howell Gilham ’97
announce the birth of
Madeline Annette on 
March 23, 2003. She joins
her sister, Isabelle Sara (17
months), in Westerville,
Ohio. Elliott is a project
leader at Liebert
Corporation, and Sara quit
her job as a marketing coordinator at Fifth Third Bank to
stay at home with the girls. Elliott and Sara are active
members of New Life Church in Gahanna, Ohio.
Penni Fulkerson
Litwiller ’97 and her
husband, Robert, announce
the birth of Matthew James
on July 19, 2004. Penni
and Robert live in San Jose,
California, where they both
teach at Liberty Baptist
School.
Josh ’97 and Susan
Hunsaker Nelson ’97
announce the birth of 
Kayla Rose. She was born
April 10, 2004 and joins her
sister, Jenna Marie (3), at
home in Vandalia, Ohio.
Josh works in the computer
services department at
Cedarville University, and










Caleb (5) and Andrew (3) awaited her arrival in Buxton,
Maine. Todd is an engineer, and Heather enjoys staying
at home with the children and tutoring part-time in
reading.
Shane ’97 and Noel McDermitt
Tenny ’98 announce the birth of
Britt Calvin Blake on June 21,
2004. They reside in Charlotte,
North Carolina.
Julie Witt ’97 and
Matthew Kirk were married
July 30, 2004. After
enjoying a honeymoon in
Mexico, they returned to
their home in Dryden,
Michigan.
Steve ’97 and Sarah Powell
Wurster ’97 announce the
birth of Kaela Faith on December
23, 2003. Steve is an information
technology consultant for JP
Morgan, and Sarah enjoys staying
at home in Delaware, Ohio.
Nikki Streit Broughton ’98
and her husband, Tim,
announce the birth of Grayson
Timothy on May 21, 2003.
They reside in Woodstock,
Georgia, where Tim has had the
opportunity to lead worship for
several metro-Atlanta churches.
Nikki left her teaching position
to be at home with Grayson.
David ’98 and Karrie Lenhart
Helton ’97 announce the birth
of Claire Faith. She was born
April 27, 2004 and was
welcomed home by her sister,
Emma Grace (3). The Heltons are
currently planting a church in the
Tipp City, Ohio area.
Derek ’98 and Sarah Svendsen
Luke ’98 announce the birth of
Aaron William on April 12, 2004. 
He joins his brothers, Braylen (5)
and Kaleb (2), at home in Kearney,
Nebraska. Derek works for the
Kearney Police Department, and









Georgia, and enjoy serving in the college ministry at
their church. Neil is the product and marketing manager
at dBAudio & Video, and Elizabeth is a homemaker,
teaches piano, and edits Neil’s publications.
Chris ’98 and Jody
Hovis Vitarelli ’98
announce the birth of
Angelina Joy on 
May 4, 2004. Her
brother, Gabriel (3),
awaited her arrival in
Jamestown, New York. Last year, Chris and Jody recorded
an original music CD, titled To Hold You. For more










accountant for Preferred Care, and Valerie works part-
time for Monroe County Economic Development. They
reside in Hilton, New York.
Andrea Caylor ’99
and Cory Baugher were
married June 18, 2004.
After a honeymoon in
the South Pacific’s Cook
Islands, the couple
returned to their home
in Columbus, Ohio. In
May, Cory received his
doctorate from Dallas
Theological Seminary. 
He plans to teach Bible
classes at a Christian high school. Andrea is a technical
writer and is also the contemporary worship leader at
Karl Road Baptist Church.
Brother and sister Bradley
Silvius ’92 and Melinda
Silvius Salyers ’97 have
teamed up to produce a
children’s video series based 
on biblical characters. 
Earlier this year Bradley
developed the concept for a
series of videos for children
ages 0 to 3. He formed The
Little Leaders Company and gathered the massive
investment needed to write, produce, direct, and
manufacture “Little Noah” — the first video in the 
Little Leader series. 
Melinda explained, “‘Little Noah’ is a stimulating
journey based on the story of Noah as seen through a
child’s eyes, combining real-world footage, animations,
puppetry, and song.” After months of filming, editing,
and post-production work, The Little Leaders Company
released the “Little Noah” DVD on October 18, 2004. 
Melinda noted, “Our mission is simple: To provide 
high quality, Christian developmental content for children.
We live in a media market where even ‘good’ products
for children are produced by the same big studios who
also produce ‘not-so-good’ products that support anti-
biblical values and lifestyles. We believe that amidst these
giants, there is a place for us: A ‘little’ company with a
great vision.”
Bradley lives in Belleville, Michigan, while Melinda
lives in Toledo, Ohio, with her husband, Steve, and
children, Caleb (6) and Kiara (2). Bradley and Melinda
are the children of Dr. John Silvius, professor of biology
at Cedarville University.
For more information about The Little Leaders




Beth Anne Kapansky Clary ’99 received her
doctorate in clinical psychology from Argosy University 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota. She and her husband, 
Andy ’99, live in Anchorage, Alaska. Andy is a software
developer, and Beth Anne is a psychologist.
Cindy Lawry Denio ’99 and
her husband, Peter, announce
the birth of Caleb Jeffrey on
April 19, 2004. They reside in
Manchester, New Hampshire,
where Peter is an elementary
teacher and a student at
Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary. After five years of
teaching music, Cindy is now a
stay-at-home mom.
Joshua Michael ’99
and Caren Furst ’00
were married July 17,
2004 in Appleton,
Wisconsin. Josh works in
the library at Baptist
Bible College in Clarks
Summit, Pennsylvania.
Dale Pinkley ’99 and
his wife, Sarah, reside in
Dallas, Texas. Dale
teaches fifth grade math
and science at John
Quincy Adams Elementary
School, and Sarah will
graduate from Dallas
Theological Seminary in
the spring of 2005.
Rich Porter ’99 is a
second-year resident at
The University of Kansas School of Medicine.
Carl ’99 and Erika Olin
Weise ’99 announce the birth
of Evan David on July 24,
2003. They reside in Columbus,
Ohio, where Carl is a financial
advisor with Merrill Lynch and
Erika stays at home with Evan.
They ask for continued prayer
for their family amidst Evan’s
extensive medical needs, and
they thank all who have prayed
for and supported them. 
Aaron ’99 and Amanda
Ringler Wolfe ’99 announce
the birth of Charity Lucy. She
was born November 4, 2003
and was welcomed home by 
her siblings, Daniel (4) and 
Anna (3), in Ashland, Ohio.
Aaron is an electrical engineer,
and Amanda is a stay-at-home
mom.
Randy ’99 and Bonita Painter
Yinger ’99 announce the birth of
Riley Damon on August 26, 2004.
They reside in Pennsylvania.
Andy ’99 and Becky
Crosson Ziegenfuss ’99
announce the birth of Elle
Rebekah on May 8, 2004.
Andy is a student ministries
pastor, and Becky is a stay-at-
home mom in Liberty
Township, Ohio.
2000s
Jeremy ’00 and Naomi
Kinney Frank ’01 announce
the birth of Leala Elisabeth on
March 12, 2004. Jeremy is a
Webmaster for ABWE, and
Naomi has left her
kindergarten teacher position
to stay at home with Leala.
They reside in Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania.
Karl Hjembo ’00 and
his wife, Alyssa, announce
the birth of Ethan
Franklin on June 29,
2004. They were married
July 12, 2003 in
Frederick, Maryland. Karl
is a lieutenant in the U.S.
Navy and is currently
deployed on the USS John
F. Kennedy. Karl looks
forward to holding his son
for the first time when he arrives back in the U.S. in
December.
Ty ’00 and Jillianne
Hancock Waardenburg ’00
announce the birth of Anna
Elizabeth on May 10, 2004.
Anna joins her sister, 
Charissa (3), in Dayton, Ohio.
Ty works with the Dayton
Gospel Mission, and Jillianne
enjoys staying at home with
the girls.
Christopher Brewer ’01 and his wife, Rachel, were
married May 31, 2003. Christopher attends Grand Rapids









in St. Lucia before
returning to Newark,
Delaware. Jennifer
works as a mechanical
engineer at OPEX®
Corporation, and Greg is a chemist working in drug
discovery at Cephalon, Inc. 
Andrew ’01 and Rachel
Puckett Rodriguez ’00
announce the birth of
Isabel Malise on April 27,
2004. Andrew is the
assistant director of
admissions, and Rachel is a
residence hall director at
Cedarville University.
Steve Taylor ’01 and
Alissa Black ’02 were
married August 10, 2002 at
the bride’s home in
Huntington, West Virginia.
After a honeymoon in
Florida, the couple returned
to Streetsboro, Ohio. Steve
is a programmer for
SummaCare Health
Insurance, and Alissa is an
editor at Thomson West Publishing.
Jennifer Urban ’01
and Michael Ellis were
married June 28, 2003
in Willoughby, Ohio.
Jennifer is a claims
processor for
Progressive Insurance,
and Michael is a youth
pastor at Faith Baptist
Church. They reside in
Winchester, Virginia.
Kevin Hamilton ’02
is a first lieutenant with
the first brigade, first
infantry division, and
recently returned home
to his wife, Kristen
(Konzelman) ’02, 
in Kansas after serving
for more than a year in Iraq. Kristen is a second-year
graduate student in speech communication at Kansas
State University. They want to express their sincere thanks
for the amazing prayer support and encouragement 
they received from countless Cedarville alumni, faculty,
and staff. 
Aaron Mahl ’02 and
Teressa Adams ’03 were
married on July 9, 2004 in
Kansas City, Missouri. Aaron
and Teressa both work at
Cedarville University. Teressa is
the secretary in the office of
the president, and Aaron is an
admissions counselor. The
Mahls reside in Fairborn, Ohio.
Steve ’02 and Sarah Clark
Snavely ’02 announce the birth
of Reese Elizabeth on May 14,
2004. They reside in Des Moines,
Iowa, where Steve and Sarah both
work at Allied Insurance. Steve is
pursuing his master of business
administration degree from Iowa State University, and
Sarah is pursuing her master’s degree in mental health
counseling from Drake University.
Kara Davis ’03 and
Loren Allbaugh were
married April 17, 2004 in
Elyria, Ohio. The couple
resides in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, where Loren
is a physician’s assistant
and Kara is a registered nurse.
J. Kent Ruth ’03 and Amanda
Oeffinger ’02 were married 
April 3, 2004 in Oley,
Pennsylvania. They enjoyed a
honeymoon in Sedona, Arizona.
Kent is an information technology
programmer for Solo Laboratories,
Inc., and Amanda is an analyst for Godiva Chocolatier,
Inc. They reside in Kutztown, Pennsylvania.
Ariel Starbuck ’03 is ministering with The Oakes in
England. She enjoys working with children at the









Force Base to earn his master of science in electrical
engineering degree at the Air Force Institute of
Technology. Rachel is a nurse at Good Samaritan
Hospital. The Bruckarts reside in Fairborn, Ohio.
Ryan Husband ’04 and
Kristie Uminn ’03 were
married May 22, 2004 in
Grandville, Michigan. After a
honeymoon in Mexico, the
couple returned to their
home in Beavercreek, Ohio.
Ryan works for Gordon Food
Service, and Kristie is the
admissions guest coordinator
at Cedarville University.
Josh Nissley ’04 and his wife,
Lyndsey, were married June 19,
2004 at Colonial Baptist Church in
New Carlisle, Ohio. After a
honeymoon cruise in the Bahamas,
the couple returned to their home
in Springfield, Ohio. Josh is in
graduate school at Wright State
University and is teaching an
undergraduate math class.
In Memory Of
We extend our condolences to the families and friends of
these dear loved ones.
J. Robert Collins ’31 went home to be with the 
Lord on August 2, 2004. He and his wife, Lucile
(Tanner) ’30, lived in Xenia, Ohio at the time of his
death. Robert had been an obstetrician in Cleveland for
many years. 
Helen Powers ’31 went home to be with the Lord on
September 23, 2004. She lived in Dayton, Ohio.
Glenn Gilbert ’39 went home to be with the Lord on
June 11, 2004. He resided in Elkhart, Indiana.
Vernon Weber ’51 went home to be with the Lord on
August 24, 2004. He and his wife, Edith (Spieth) ’51,
lived in Warren, Ohio at the time of his death.
Top 10 ThingsYou Can Do With a
CedarNet User Name and Password
10. Update your student activities record (to make sure
you’ll get invites to the ADO or SGA reunions!).
9. Change your password to something you’ll
remember.
8. Set a reunion year (if you started with the class of
’83, but your diploma says ’86). 
7. Choose what info other alumni searching the alumni
directory can see about you.
6. Set up your very own Cedarville E-mail for Life 
e-mail account. (It’s FREE!)
5. Check out your transcript to see if you missed a 4.0
mug by .2 or 2.0.
4. Set up a hint for your password (just in case you
can’t remember what you were supposed to
remember). 
3. Update your address, family info, employment, or
church information.
2. Post witty messages to others from your major on 
the discussion forums.
1. Search for long-lost friends in the alumni directory.
Go to www.cedarville.edu/alumni for instructions to do
any of the above with your CedarNet user name and
password. Don’t have a CedarNet user name and
password? Contact us at alumni@cedarville.edu and we
will get it to you. Please include your full name and
graduation year when you contact us.
Cedarville University, a Christ-centered, Baptist university of arts, sciences, and
professional programs enrolling approximately 3,100 undergraduate and graduate
students, seeks a vice president for enrollment management.
This cabinet-level executive reporting directly to the president champions the
University’s student recruitment and retention initiatives. Responsibilities include
supervising admissions, recruitment events, academic services, financial aid, and
commencement as well as contributing to the strategic marketing plan of the school.
Candidates must affirm and personally embrace Cedarville’s doctrinal position and
live according to the University’s code of conduct. Preferred qualifications include an
earned master’s degree and several years of management experience in higher
education or a related field.
Applicants should submit a letter of application and resume, including professional
references. Additional materials may be requested. Application materials will be
reviewed immediately and continue until the position is filled.
Please address all inquiries concerning this position to:
Human Resources
Cedarville University
251 N. Main Street
Cedarville, OH  45314
937-766-7885
Cedarville University is an equal opportunity employer.
Vice president for enrollment management
Cedarville University
www.cedarvi l le .edu
Season’s Greetings
from Inspire to You
Every year, Cedarville University has a group of students diligentlyasking themselves, “What should I do with my life?” which translates to“What major should I pick?” Maybe you were one of these students as
you began your Cedarville journey. There are also many students trying to decide
if they have selected the right major. There are many departments at the
University which are geared towards helping students sort through these decisions
and learn how God has gifted them.
Once again, academic assistance, academic services, career services, Christian
ministries, counseling services, and the Academic Division have joined forces to
hold a bi-annual event for undeclared and unsure students. This year, the event
was named 153/13 Café for this year’s 153 undeclared students and Cedarville’s
13 academic departments. We had a great student turn-out, and more than 80
faculty attended. Faculty are the key to the success of this event as students want
to learn more about the specifics of each department.  
As always, the career services office is looking for ways to connect students to
new and unique opportunities. If you would like to join us, please become a part
of CareerNet, our alumni-parent network. To sign up, either e-mail us at
career@cedarville.edu or visit www.cedarville.edu/career and go to the 
“For Alumni” section.
Connecting Students with Their Futures
Mr. Spencer got his T-shirt; have you gotten
yours? With your gift of any size, we will send a
Back the Jackets T-shirt to you. If your spouse is
an alum, we’ll send one for each of you! 
Annual Fund Office
Contact: Jeff Brock ’84
brockj@cedarville.edu
Free T-Shirt!







251 N. Main Street
Cedarville, OH 45314
Alumni Basketball Weekend
Relive the excitement of Yellow Jacket basketball! January 28-29, 2005 is
Alumni Basketball Weekend. You are invited back to campus to enjoy the varsity
games on us! Highlights of the weekend are the annual Hall of Fame Banquet on
Friday night, the alumni games on Saturday afternoon, and varsity games
Saturday evening. Pre-register by Friday, January 21 to receive discounts,
souvenirs, gifts for kids, and an extra entry in the halftime prize drawing.
Also this year, Bebo Norman will be in concert Friday night, and the winter
theatre production of Spoon River Anthology has performances scheduled that
weekend. Tickets for the concert or play must be purchased through the
Information desk at 1-800-860-7625. Please note costs and sale dates below.
Friday
6 p.m. Hall of Fame Banquet ($14 for adults, $10 for 12 & under)   
SSC Event Rooms
8 p.m. Winter Play: Spoon River Anthology ($11 each)
SSC Theater
Tickets go on sale January 13. Call 1-800-860-7625 to purchase.
8:30 p.m. Bebo Norman in Concert ($10 general admission)
Jeremiah Chapel
Tickets go on sale January 5. Call 1-800-860-7625 to purchase.
Saturday
12:30 p.m. Women’s Alumnae Game (for former varsity team members) 
Stranahan Gymnasium
2 p.m. Men’s Alumni Game (for former varsity team members)
Stranahan Gymnasium
2 p.m. Women’s Huddle Time (for former & varsity team members)
4:30 p.m. Eat with the Men’s Varsity Team ($4.50 for adults, $4 for 12 & under*)
Dining Hall
5:30 p.m. Women’s Varsity Game vs. Mount Vernon Nazarene University (free*)
Stranahan Gymnasium
7:30 p.m. Men’s Varsity Game vs. Mount Vernon Nazarene University (free*)
Stranahan Gymnasium
8 p.m. Winter Play: Spoon River Anthology ($11 each)
SSC Theater
Tickets go on sale January 13. Call 1-800-860-7625 to purchase.






Number attending who are in college or older ________________
(not including current CU students)
Number attending who are in high school and younger __________
Cost # Attending Total $
Hall of Fame Banquet Tickets - adult $14
Hall of Fame Banquet Tickets - child 
(12 & under)
$10
Pre-game dinner with the 
men’s varsity team - adult
$4.50
Pre-game dinner with the 
men’s varsity team - child (12 & under)
$4
Tickets for varsity games on Saturday Free*
*Prices reflect cost if registration and payment is received by Friday, January 21. Otherwise, tickets
will be $3 at the door for the games, and dinner in the dining hall will be at regular cost 
($6.75 for adults).
Mail this completed registration form to Cedarville University Alumni Relations,
251 N. Main St., Cedarville, OH 45314 or register online at www.cedarville.edu/alumni. 
Registration and payment must be received by 
January 21, 2005.
